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SUT Global Market Outlook
by Elaine Maslin, freelance technical writer

installation and commissioning (EPIC) capex going forward. “This
is control and a far more efficient way of controlling projects,” says
Hall.

With US$70/bbl oil and new projects
finally coming into the market, talk
is turning to optimism. But, while it’s
cautious optimism, there’s already
concern that the contracting market
has become too concentrated.

Over the last 12 months, costs have come down, by 6-11% across
eight major spend categories, says Hall. This year, a drop of just 3%
is expected by Wood Mackenzie. The industry is now starting to
focus on long-term cost reduction, said Hall.

These topics were discussed at the
Society for Underwater Technology’s
annual Global Market Outlook Business
Breakfast, held on January 25, at the
Marcliffe Hotel in Aberdeen.

With lower costs and higher oil prices, an uptick in final investment
decisions is expected this year. Shell’s Penguins redevelopment has
already been announced, and others, including Johan Castberg,
Snorre and Troll phase III in Norway, and Sea Lion in the Falklands,
are on the way, he said.

James Hall, Operations Director for
Infield Wood MacKenzie, set the scene.
He said that in the period 2014-2016,
development capital spending by
operators was cut by US$140 billion
(47%). There was also $130 billion in
disposals by operators.

Other notable projects on the horizon include ExxonMobil’s Liza,
offshore Guyana, “the Angola of the future,” pointed out Beveridge,
as well as BP’s Mad Dog II in the US Gulf of Mexico. Despite being
seen as costly, deepwater competes with most other basins, says
Beveridge, the key difference being a longer lead time.
These projects could drive and increase in subsea tree orders. Hall
says that subsea tree orders dropped from a peak of 544 in 2013,
to low of 83 in 2016, with 154 so far for 2017 (numbers were
still being finalised at the time). Going forward, Wood Mackenzie
expects an annual average of 250-70, with an upside towards 400
around 2021.

Wood Mackenzie estimates that
operators now need $54/bbl oil to
break-even in 2018-2019. “Today, Brent
is at $71/bbl and looking for healthier
than this time last year,” Hall said. “But
there is still a bit of an issue around
timing of new projects. It takes time
for projects to flow through. So, there’s
optimism, but there’s still an issue on
how it drips through.” While some have
(since the January 25 event) predicted
above $80/bbl oil prices in six months
(Goldman Sachs), Mike Beveridge,
Simmons & Co. Managing Director, told
the event that operators should focus
on being fit at $50/bbl and not rely on
$70/bbl.
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While there's optimism in the market,
it's not across the board, however. In
January, Schlumberger announced
it would exit from the marine and
land seismic segments, highlighted
Beveridge. This, in effect, means it’s
getting cost heavy assets off its books
(vessels and kit), while keeping less
burdensome assets in-house (seismic
interpretation software).
For Beveridge, this shows a lack of
confidence in the seismic segment
and, furthermore, it “tells us there’s a
real overabundance [of oil] out there.”
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Subsea Consolidation
There’s been a continuing trend towards consolidation in the
subsea segment, most recently McDermott and CB&I, with more
activity expected, albeit among smaller companies, says Hall. Yet,
is a market with fewer players the most optimum way for growth?
Some think not, due to the amount of consolidation among larger
service firms. “There’s concern over the concentration of capacity in
2-3 players at the top,” said Hall.
“It makes sense now. Moving forward, 4-5 years, if we expect a
recovery, is this the optimum structure? The larger operators are
aware and concerned. We are expecting to see price increases as
activity increases. The head count has been reduced and it could be
hard to get new talent [causing inflation].”
Beveridge outlined a complex and
changing oil demand growth picture,
with Saudi Arabia and the US onshore
Permian Basin being the biggest drivers
towards production and therefore pricing
mechanisms.

Rig counts
Global rig numbers have dropped from
a peak of more than 3000 in 2014-15,
driven by US land (which is now more
efficient and requires fewer rigs), to

about 1800 today, having bottomed out
at fewer than 1500 in summer 2016, said
Beveridge.
The offshore rig count peaked at over
400 in 2018, but was down to 229, in
2017 (the lowest level since at least
2007), and is expected to be about
234 for 2018. A huge number of
semisubmersible have been scrapped, an
“overdue” exercise, he said, which is now
driving optimism.

Deepwater rig day rates remain rock-bottom,
however, having fallen from some $486,000/day in
2013 to $157/d in 2017. The number of rigs as been
reduced substantially, and more are expected to
leave the market, says Hall, driving a slow recovery,
which could see an “inflection point” in 2H 2019,
based on well timing and how assets are positioned
globally.

EPIC spending
Nonetheless, Wood Mackenzie is expecting a slow
increase in offshore engineering, procurement,

However, there have also been new entrants into the subsea
business, notably Dutch group Boskalis, which bought assets from
the administrators of Harkand, concluded Hall.

Article by Elaine Maslin, freelance technical writer
Email: elaine.maslin@outlook.com
Telephone 07711407091
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Kriegers Flak GBS

News
Hunter buys IKM

Schlumberger Subsea 7
Schlumberger and Subsea 7 have
entered into exclusive negotiations
to form a joint venture that builds
on the success of Subsea Integration
Alliance, which was established in
2015.
Subsea Integration Alliance currently
combines the subsurface expertise,
subsea production systems (SPS)
and subsea processing systems of
OneSubsea with the subsea umbilical,
riser and flowline systems (SURF)
capability of Subsea 7.
To help reduce the total cost of
ownership and enhance customer
efficiency throughout the asset
lifecycle while maximising total
production, the proposed joint
venture will further strengthen the
front end engineering, design and
execution of integrated projects,
and will build on the expertise from
both companies creating a unique
'Life of Field' offering that includes
autonomous subsea technology,
digitally enabled remote surveillance
and production monitoring and
inspection, maintenance and repair
services.
In addition to contributing resources
related to early engagement and
tendering, OneSubsea and Subsea 7
will assign their respective Life of Field
businesses to the joint venture.
The joint venture will be owned
50% by Subsea 7 and 50% by
Schlumberger. Both parties expect
to account for their investments in
the joint venture under the equity
method of accounting.
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Customers will remain free to
purchase non-integrated products
and services from any manufacturer
and vendor, including Schlumberger
and Subsea 7.
l Earlier, Subsea 7 announced that
it will acquire a 60% holding in the
energy consultancy Xodus Group,
from Chiyoda. Chiyoda will retain
a 40% holding as a joint venture
partner.
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This investment by Subsea 7 will help
the future development and growth of
Xodus and complements the existing
support from Chiyoda. Xodus will
continue to operate independently
of its parent companies, providing
unbiased engineering and advisory
services to the energy industry and
offering objective advice to its clients
to help them maximise their returns.

Seatec

N-Seatec Subsea Systems will become
Seatec Subsea Systems a fully
independent operating entity.

Fisher/ Cowan

James Fisher has bought Cowan
Manufacturing. This acquisition will
create Australian defence industry
jobs and expand JFD’s presence in
Australia.
The acquisition of the Newcastlebased business is a significant step
in JFD’s plan to expand its advanced
manufacturing base in Australia and
complements existing high-tech
facilities at Bibra Lake.

Hunter Group has entered into a
share purchase agreement regarding
all shares in IKM Subsea and IKM
Technology.
IKM Gruppen will become a
significant shareholder in Hunter
Group and will focus its future
subsea activities. The transaction is
expected to be completed during
the first quarter of 2018.
The purchase price in the
Transaction shall be settled by a
cash payment of
NOK 250,000,000, issuance of
23,901,412 new ordinary shares,
and by an interest free seller’s
credit with a total amount of NOK
55,455,063 which shall be converted
to new ordinary shares at the same
subscription price as in the Private
Placement.
The company further intends to
carry out a private placement of new
shares with expected gross proceeds
of a minimum of NOK 75,000,000 by
issuance of new ordinary shares..

Subsea 7 Buys Siem
Subsea 7 has signed an agreement
to acquire Siem Offshore Contractors
and two vessels, subject to
competition clearance in Germany.
The acquisition will include the entire
issued share capital of Siem Offshore
Contractors, the inter-array cable lay
vessel Siem Aimery and the support
vessel Siem Moxie. The acquisition will
further expand Subsea 7’s presence in
the renewables segment.
Siem Offshore Contractors is a wellknown installer of subsea inter-array
cables and provides repair and
maintenance services to the global
offshore renewable energy market.
It employs approximately 100 people.
The initial consideration is EUR 140

million subject to adjustments for
working capital and net cash in Siem
Offshore Contractors and a deferred
contingent consideration, based on the
contracted volume of work achieved
in each year up to 2024, which is not
expected to exceed EUR 40 million over
the period.

The first Gravity Based
Foundation (GBF) for the
offshore wind farm Kriegers
Flak was installed in Denmark.

The first Gravity Based Foundation
(GBF) for the offshore wind farm
Kriegers Flak was installed in
Denmark. The 8000t GBF which
was floated off the semisubmersible
barge and towed to the installation

location where the heavy lift vessel
Rambiz in combination with an inhouse designed ballast module set the
structure down onto the seabed.
The second GBF, weighing 10,000t,

Market Reports
Westwood

Reportlinker

Westwood recently released its latest
forecast covering the Subsea Vessel
Operations and Hardware markets. It
noted that subsea tree installation is
forecast to grow at a 3% CAGR over the
2018-2022 period.

Reportlinker's market report
entitled Autonomous Underwater
Vehicles: Global Markets to 2022
has noted that the global market
for autonomous underwater
vehicles (AUVs) reached $671.5
million in 2017.

The line pipe and pipelay sectors will
account for 28% of total expenditure over
the forecast. Westwood also expects
a significant volume of IMR activity to
return to the market, with vessel-related
IMR activity spend expected to total
$19.8bn over the forecast.

The considerations are supported by
an independent third party valuation
and will be funded from Subsea 7’s cash
resources.

Total forecast vessel operations
expenditure over 2018-2022 is expected
to decline by 4% relative to the 20132017 period, while vessel day demand
will increase by 7%, a function of
supressed vessel day rates since 2014
levels

The transaction is expected to be
completed in the first half of 2018 and
the financial results of Siem Offshore
Contractors will be consolidated within
Subsea 7’s Renewables and Heavy
Lifting Business Unit. The transaction is
expected to be EPS accretive in 2018.

Overall, Westwood expects to see a
gradual market recovery over the next
five years, with an increase in FEED
and tendering activities. However, a
competitive pricing structure is expected
to remain in the near-term, which will
limit Capex growth

It predicts that the market should
reach $835.0 million by 2022,
growing at a compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) of 4.5% from
2017 to 2022.
It said that the global market for
AUVs in commercial application
reached $441.8 million in 2017.
It went on to say that the market
should reach $537.2 million by
2022, growing at a CAGR of 4%
from 2017 to 2022.
• The global market for AUVs
in military and defence sector
reached $170.6 million in 2017.
The market should reach $229.0
million by 2022, growing at a
CAGR of 6.1% from 2017
to 2022.

will be installed as soon as possible,
depending on the weather conditions.
Once the foundations have been
installed the most recent multipurpose
vessel of Jan De Nul, Adhémar de
Saint-Venant, will start with ballasting
and scour protection works. Both
foundations were constructed by Jan
De Nul Group on a barge in the Port of
Ostend in Belgium.

Dredgers

Jan De Nul Group has orderd a 6 000
m3 and an 18 000m3 Trailing Suction
Hopper Dredger
Both hopper dredgers are in fully dieselelectric execution. This is exceptional
for a hopper dredger as large as the
18 000m3 vessel. All main drives,
including the main propellers are
electrically driven via frequency
converters. In this way each system runs
at its optimal operation point, resulting
in lower fuel oil consumption, and lower
emissions. Power is generated by three
diesel-driven generator sets.
A-symmetric load sharing, ‘fuelmapping’, and automatically starting/
stopping the engines in function of the
power demand is implemented.
The 18 000m³ vessel is equipped with a
single suction pipe, with a submerged
dredge pump. The hopper is subdivided
in two parts, enabling sailing on even
keel, at all loading conditions. Two
double-walled shore-discharging pumps
with a total power of 14 000 kW are
installed.
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News

Deepocean Awarded Surf Riser Replacement
Contract From Statoil
DeepOcean has been awarded a
significant contract for performing
riser replacement and construction
work in the North Sea and the
Norwegian Sea.
The firm and optional scope of
work comprises complex marine
operations for replacement,
installation and recovery of

8

subsea lines and installation work at
the Njord, Kristin, Troll C and Åsgard
offshore fields. Onshore engineering and
preparatory work will commence early
2018, offshore execution is set for 2019
and 2020.
The onshore project team will work out
of DeepOcean’s offices in Haugesund and
Stavanger, Norway.
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News
Oceaneering Acquires Ecosse
Oceaneering has acquired Ecosse
Subsea , a provider of offshore
engineering, seabed preparation, route
clearance and trenching services to
the renewable energy and oil and gas
industries, for approximately 50 million
pounds sterling.

l
Meanwhile, Ecosse was
recently awarded £2.5 million
funding by Wave Energy Scotland
(WES) to develop a magnetic gear
system which could be pivotal in
developing the next generation of
wave energy convertors.

Ecosse has recently developed SCARJet
trenching system. The SCARJet is an
evolutionary trenching system designed
for use with standard work class ROVs
and adds state of the art jetting and
post-lay trenching capabilities to the
existing pre-cut methods offered by the
SCAR ploughing tools.

Development work will take
place over the next two years in a
collaborative project with Bathwick
Electrical Design, Supply Design and
Pure Marine, with additional subcontract support provided by the
University of Edinburgh and Applied
Renewables Research.

l Oceaneering has secured a threeyear frame agreement with Van Oord
Offshore Wind for ROV and trenching
support services.

The award is part of WES’s Power
Take-Off programme which is aimed
at producing reliable technology
which will result in cost-effective
wave energy generation.

As part of this agreement, Oceaneering
will install one work class ROV onboard
Van Oord's cable-laying vessel for
the full three-year term. Additionally,
Oceaneering has agreed to provide
six ROV systems, including three
observational and three work class,
onboard Van Oord operated vessels
upon request during the first year of
the contract term.

Towed oceanographic data acquisition system

Reach Agreement

WES, a subsidiary of Highlands and
Islands Enterprise and funded by
the Scottish Government, has so
far awarded £25.4 million to 61
projects and worked with more than
170 organisations in the quest to
overcome technical challenges facing
the wave energy sector.

Reach Subsea has entered into an
agreement with Olympic Subsea for
use of the subsea vessel Olympic
Challenger for 2 years, with an option
to extend for 1 year.

Lightweight and rugged
hydrodynamic design

Multipurpose vehicle

The vessel already has two ROVs
mobilised onboard, which Reach
will lease initially. Thus, investments
associated with this expansionary
move are limited at the outset.
Reach will mobilise the vessel during
April 2018 and use the vessel on
own projects within IMR and light
construction within the oil & gas and
renewables sectors.

Powerful control
system

Olympic Challenger

Multiple gigabit
Ethernet channels

Flexible and high
payload capacity
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Join us for the 21st year of Seawork!

News
RWIS
Add Energy and Trendsetter Engineering (TEI) are
understood to have been contracted to provide well
control expertise and access to their patented Relief
Well Injection Spool (RWIS) to a well which is planned to
be drilled in the Barents Sea during Q2 2018.
The contract will provide the operator with access
to the RWIS system that will facilitate high rate kill
requirements through a single relief well.
The RWIS has been designed and built to greatly
increase the pumping capacity of a single relief well by
enabling the ability to pump in excess of 200 bbl per
minute of kill mud through a single relief well, utilizing
multiple vessels as opposed to the conventional method
of multiple relief wells. The RWIS is installed on the relief
well wellhead beneath the blowout preventer (BOP) to
provide additional flow connections into the wellbore.
Using high‐pressure flex lines, the inlets enable pumping
units from separate floating vessels, in addition to the
relief well rig, to deliver a high‐rate dynamic kill.

the Gjøa field Image: Statoil

Additional benefits generated by this hardware include
an increase in redundancy and flexibility of operations
by moving the additional required pumps and mud
storage to the remote vessels, allowing for the potential
for an off-bottom kill which could provide a faster
relief well intercept, thus reducing spill volumes to the
environment.

Nova is located in the north-eastern
part of the North Sea, 16 kilometres
from the Gjøa field, in a water depth of
approximately 360m.
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The system will consist of two
templates with manifolds, seven subsea
trees including one spare, umbilicals
and associated tie-in and controls
equipment for Nova. The order includes
installation and commissioning support
services.
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Mayﬂower Park
Southampton UK

NEW for 2018!
Superyacht Build, Repair and Refit Trail
Maritime Training & Skills Trail
Best Maritime Project Award
Young Person’s Development Award
Composites Pavilion

Europe2018

Speed@Seawork
Sea Trials & Conference
2-3 July 2018

Europe’s largest and only
on-water commercial
marine and workboat exhibition.
Over 70 vessels and floating plant.
European Commercial Marine Awards
(ECMAs) and Innovations Showcase.
Show your latest innovations in vessels,
equipment and services to over 7,600
maritime professionals.

Nova Contracts
Aker Solutions has won an order from
Wintershall Norge AS to provide the
subsea production system, umbilicals
and services for the Nova (formerly
known as Skarfjell) oil and gas field
offshore Norway, highlighting the value
of early engagement in projects.

3 JULY
5 2018

Aker say that getting involved in the
earliest stage of a field development
increases the potential to make a
project more efficient, creating more
value for the customer. It also puts
Aker Solutions in a strong position to
secure work in the next phases of a
development. Last year, 12 of Aker
Solutions' front-end engineering and
design contracts led to fully-fledged
projects.
Work for Nova starts immediately and
involves facilities in Norway, the UK and
Malaysia. Final deliveries are scheduled
for 2019 and 2020.
Nova has total recoverable reserves
of 80 million barrels of oil equivalent.
The field is expected to come on

Demonstration Dive Tank.

stream in 2021. Nova will be tied
back to the Gjøa platform, which is
about 60 kilometers west of Florø in
northwestern Norway.

Seawork is supported by
Association of Diving Contractors

l Subsea 7 has been awarded
the contract for the Engineering
Procurement Construction Installation
(EPCI) delivery of the pipeline and
riser systems, and the transport and
installation of subsea production
systems and umbilical system.
Fabrication of the pipeline will take
place at Subsea 7's spoolbase at Vigra,
Norway. Project Management
and engineering will commence
immediately at Subsea 7's offices in
Stavanger, Norway. Offshore operations
will take place in 2019 and 2020.
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www.seawork.com
Relief Well Injection Spool (RWIS)

Organiser :

For more information contact
the events team: +44 1329 825335
or email info@seawork.com
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Mooring

DSM in Trinidad
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Deep Sea Mooring (DSM) has
commenced operations in providing
mooring equipment, design and marine
supervisory services to Maersk Drilling
in Trinidad. This follows the recent
awarding of a contract to Maersk
Drilling by Shell for the deepwater
semi-submersible rig Maersk Developer
and which covers drilling activities in
block E of the East Coast Marine Area
(ECMA) offshore Trinidad.
In addition to the DSM contract, Vryhof
Anchors will also deliver its recently
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launched drag embedment anchor the STEVSHARK REX – to the project.
The anchor has a holding power of up
to 47% more than previous anchors
and can be used in all hard soil
conditions.
Mooring design services including
mooring analyses and geotechnical
assessment; and the deployment of
marine supervisors offshore Trinidad
to assist Maersk Drilling and Shell in
the drilling campaign that may last up
to three years.

15
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Mooring
Abandonment

Delmar/ MDL

InterMoor has recently completed a
well abandonment campaign in the
North Sea and East Irish Sea for Spirit
Energy.

Global mooring specialist Delmar
Systems, has entered a partnership
with leading pipelay equipment provider
Maritime Developments (MDL), to set
up a flex-lay base in the USA.

Following consolidation of the
former OIS decommissioning
personnel into InterMoor, the
decommissioning team have added
four further wells to the 128 they
have successfully abandoned for
Operators in the North Sea since
1996.
The campaign for Spirit Energy
comprised three suspended subsea
wells and one mudline well all
requiring environmental cement
barrier placement along with well
severance & recovery.
Planning and engineering works
for the project were fast tracked in
late summer 2017 with the vessel
mobilised late in October to start the
offshore phase of the project.
InterMoor utilised the Suspended
Well Abandonment Tool (SWAT)
and the Low Pressure Packer (LPP)
from Claxton Engineering Services,
a fellow Acteon sister company to
abandon the wells.

The agreement will see a whole suite
of MDL’s innovative equipment move
into Delmar’s yard in Port Fourchon,
Louisiana - from where it will be
available for work in the Gulf of Mexico
and elsewhere, together with expert
personnel.
The facility encompasses 11 acres of
shore space, 600 feet of dockside access
and a 300-ton extended reach crane.
Using the MDL flex-lay equipment,
the partnership will offer a wide range
of cost-saving services to energy
businesses in the region, reducing
mobilization costs and mission times
safely and efficiently.
Combined with Delmar’s prime
location,this is expected to will allow
easy mobilisation in the Gulf and
provide storage, maintenance and

repair services, using the extensive
expertise of both companies.

Acteon/Seatech

Subsea services group Acteon has
enhanced its moorings capabilities by
completing the purchase of the Viking
Seatech Group.
The announcement follows regulatory
approval for Acteon to acquire Viking
Seatech while selling Mirage Machines
to Actuant, a US corporation.
Paul Alcock, executive vice president at
Acteon, said: “The addition of Viking
Seatech to Acteon allows us to further
respond to the needs of our clients
working in the area of dynamic and
critical infrastructure.
"We can offer an end-to-end service in
the regions where they are operating,
delivering consistent, efficient, safe
and reliable services and reducing the
need for multiple points of contact.”

The SWAT and LPP were both
deployed via the vessel moonpool to
optimise operability. Once inserted
downhole, the tools facilitated the
safe recovery of Oil Based Drilling
mud (OBM) from within the wells,
removing the risk to the environment
posed if left in situ.
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IKM Subsea Singapore has started 2018
well with a double contract award. The
first is a contract to provide twoROVS
for a FNLG Mooring Installation in
Bangladesh. IKM Subsea provided
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aMerlin WR200 and a Comanche with
the necessary toolings onboard the
vessel Jumbo Javelin.
The second is a repeat order from

previous years with Solstad Farstad.
IKM Subsea will provide up to 3 ROVs
this year for the campaign that consist
of a FSO changeover, jacket and pipeline
installation.

The tools then subsequently placed
an environmental cement barrier
across the bore and un-cemented
casing annuli before the wells were
abrasively severed and recovered to
the vessel for onshore environmental
disposal. The project was completed
on time, within budget and was
done without any unplanned
environmental releases or any safety
incidents.

17
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Operations

Vessels for Boskalis
Boskalis has taken delivery of its new lift vessel Bokalift after the
vessel was converted from a semi-submersible heavy lift vessel
into a self-propelled crane vessel. The available deck space of
165m x 43m is unique in its sort.
With its 3000t revolving crane, the Bokalift will be used to
install jackets and monopiles for offshore wind turbines for the
decommissioning of obsolete oil and gas platforms for transport
and installation of new-build oil and gas production platforms.
Due to its DP-2 capabilities there is no loss time for anchor
spread deployment.
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Operations

Boka Atlantis

DSV Atlantis

20

Late last year, Boskalis reached an
agreement with the bondholders
of the two former Harkand vessels
under which it has acquired the DSV
Atlantis for approximately USD 60
million and has signed a three-year
bareboat charter for her sister vessel
Da Vinci along with a right of first
refusal in the event of a sale.
The vessels are equipped with two
bells for saturation diving work
to a depth of 300m and provide
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accommodation for 120 crew. With
this addition the existing position in
the area of inspection, repair and
maintenance of subsea offshore
installation, pipelines and cables is
strengthened.
Furthermore, the foundation is laid
for an expansion in the area of subsea
contracting, installation and SURF
(Subsea Umbilicals, Risers & Flowlines)
with the aim of further growth in
this segment of the offshore energy

21
Da Vinci
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Seabox
NOV has signed its first contract for the
Seaboxsubsea water treatment system.
The contract was signed with a major
operator who will deploy the system at an
offshore installation in the third quarter
of 2018 for an extended test during the
2018/2019 winter season.
The Seabox system enables water
treatment to be done directly at the
seabed and water to be pumped straight
into the injection well. This will allow
the operator to optimize waterflooding
and improve oil recovery. Two successful
pilot projects, backed by the Norwegian
Research Council and several major oil
companies, have demonstrated that the
Seabox system reduces water treatment
costs compared to other existing systems.
"Water injection is the most common way
to increase oil production, but traditionally,
this has required expensive and bulky
topside equipment," said a spokesman.
"With the Seabox subsea water treatment
unit and SWIT Technology, the water
treatment is done directly at the seabed
and the treated water is pumped straight
into the injection well. T
The SWIT Technology provides the right
quality water for water injection where
it is needed, when it is needed. This fully
flexible approach allows operators to
optimize water flooding with the right
quality water at any time and location to
improve recovery.
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Seabox subsea water treatment unit and
SWIT Technology is a Norwegian subsea
technology, developed during the last 10
years with support and sponsorship from
major oil companies. The technology
enables treatment of raw seawater directly
on the seabed to the desired quality
for injection into oil wells for pressure
support, sweep and increased oil recovery.
The development started in 2003 and
embarked on a series of Joint Industry
Projects (JIP) backed by the Norwegian
Research Council and major oil companies.
Through these projects, the Seabox unit
and SWIT Technology have been developed
and are now ready for real applications.
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AGR on Laminaria
AGR Australia has entered the final stages of planning for the
Northern Oil & Gas Australia (NOGA) subsea well intervention in
the Laminaria field, located in the Timor Sea, offshore Australia.
The project, which is due to be carried out in April/May this year
using the Stena Clyde MODU, has been in the planning stages since
last year. It is one of a number of subsea maintenance campaigns
that AGR has managed for NOGA since its inception.
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Polar Onyx
DeepOcean Ghana has been awarded a 3 year contract to provide the
multi-purpose construction vessel
Polar Onyx to Tullow Ghana Limited.
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It will provide inspection and light
well intervention services on Tullow’s
Jubilee and TEN fields continuing until
March 2021.
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Subsea Lifting
Controllable Buoyancy Vehicle
Smarter Subsea Handling, a new
division of Deep Sea Recovery, has
developed ROVAR, a novel subsea
lifting device that can manoeuvre
along the seabed like a remotely
operated vehicle, yet potentially lift
weights of up to 1000t and work
at depths of 2000m. The project
has passed preliminary tests and
the company is preparing for full
commercialisation, focusing on
cost savings, greater operational
flexibility and environmental
benefits as its value proposition.
The concept was the brainchild
of Phil Pritchard, who originally
looked for a solution to recover
some of the millions of dollars’
worth of salvageable material lying
on the world’s seabed, but turned
his attention to demands and
opportunities in other sectors.
“Being able to install equipment
or items on the seabed, and more
importantly, being able to pick them
up afterwards, is a particularly useful
property when carrying out many
subsea engineering operations,” he
said.
Perhaps the most common
installation/removal method
is to lower items down to the
seabed by crane; however, this
typically involves assistance from a
specialised vessel. The heavier the
device to be lifted, or the deeper
the water, the greater capacity the
crane needs to be and, typically, the
more expensive it is, assuming it is
locally available.
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An alternative is to use lift bags.
These work by taking the deflated
bag to the site, attaching it to the
payload, and filling the bag with air.
It uses buoyancy to take the weight
of the bag/payload combination.
This typically requires diver
assistance and, thus, the cost of the
surface vessel spread.
Lift bags are essentially dumb
devices. They can lift vertically but
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ROVAR undergoing
tests
are not designed for movement in any
horizontal plane. The water depth that
such an operation can be performed
in is essentially governed by the diver
depth limits, the hose length and
capacity of the air pumps.
Alternatively, remotely operated

vehicles (ROVs) can work in sub-diver
depths and are inherently manoeuvrable;
however, characteristically, these devices
do not have any appreciable lifting
capacity.
“Our idea was to develop a self-contained
device that would essentially combine

the manoeuvrability of a ROV with
the lifting capacity of a buoyancy-lift
solution,” said Pritchard. “Armed with
a grant from Innovate UK and support
from the Universities of Southampton
and Sheffield, we set about proving
the concept and building two
prototypes, each capable of lifting

Once the vehicle and payload are
locked together securely, the vehicle
operator at the surface closes the
dump valves. The liquid nitrogen in
the cryogenic tank, stored at around
-196°C (-231°F), enters the caisson
chamber at a very controlled rate.

Because of the increase in thermal
energy from the warmer ambient
seawater, the cryogen quickly boils,
vaporising the liquid into gas.
“Gaseous Nitrogen, which takes
up a space 690 times greater than
the liquid at atmospheric pressure,
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Subsea Lifting
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The two ROVAR prototypes

The device we have designed is
fundamentally a classic ROV in which
the upper conventional syntactic
buoyancy has been replaced by a
large hull containing three chambers.
These consist of a liquefied gas
storage tank called a 'dewar', flanked
by a pair of buoyancy caissons.“
As the vehicle is lowered into the
sea, dump valves are opened to
allow water to flood these buoyancy
caissons. The resulting slightly
negative buoyancy makes the vehicle
sink slowly to the seabed.
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At any point, the combined control
of ROVAR’s thrusters and buoyancy
trimming systems can manoeuvre
the vehicle. They envisage that it will
incorporate a number of different
tools or ancillary equipment, but
in the ‘Subsea Forklift’ concept, it
will feature a set of grabs on the
underside of the vehicle. These can
approach from above and attach
themselves to the payload.
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displaces the water in the chambers
and the system becomes buoyant.
Using hydrogen or helium cryogens,
the buoyancy potential is greater still.
By closely regulating the flow, it is
possible to get the body to vehicle/
payload to 'hover' at a specified
depth. In most cases, it only needs to
be a few metres above the seabed.”
Using its vectored thrusters, ROVAR
can then be driven horizontally.
Slight variations in buoyancy can
be generated to optimise its 'flight'
through the water. When it arrives at
its required location, the load can be
slowly lowered back on to the seabed
by venting the buoyancy chambers.
The grabs detach and ROVAR can
return to pick up another load.
“Being largely self-contained, ROVAR
can get into very inaccessible places,”
said Pritchard. “Furthermore, the fact
that we can take the buoyancy with
us means that ROVAR can operate
at significant depths. The system
is currently designed to operate
down to 1000 msw. However, we
have plans to extend that to 2000
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msw and beyond. We envisage that
single units will be able to lift maybe
100t but, by interlinking units in a
master-slave configuration, there is
no reason why we can’t reach 1000t,
depending on the nature of the
operation.

VIPs attending

Our target markets are now the
decommissioning of offshore
structures and the installation and
maintenance of renewable facilities,
both wind foundations and tidal
turbines,” said Pritchard.

Image source: Crown Copyright (2017)

around 5 tons. We see it like a subsea
fork-lift truck.”

“We are also looking at being
involved in oil and gas IRM
(Inspection Repair and Maintenance)
work. It can be support pipeline
installation as well as other subsea
infrastructure.
We are at the stage where we
have signed a strategic partnering
agreement which allows us to
commercialise the company
imminently. This will give us the
opportunity to target companies
with a range of solutions to specific
challenges that they may be having.”
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Kraken Robotics / ThayerMahan
Kraken Robotics has entered into a strategic alliance agreement
with ThayerMahan, a US based systems integrator specializing in
maritime autonomous systems. Both companies are collaborating to
deliver next generation underwater sensors and robotics for military,
law enforcement, port and maritime security and environmental
monitoring applications.
“The strategic alliance with ThayerMahan enables us to expand
our underwater technology into new applications,” said Karl Kenny,
Kraken’s President and CEO. “We are thrilled that this relationship
can accelerate our access to new US Navy opportunities such as the
Advanced Naval Technology Exercise 2018.”
The Advanced Naval Technology Exercise (ANTX 2018) is an annual,
invitation-only event that was created by the U.S. Navy to see the
future of naval technology in action today. Warfare centers, other
Navy commands, universities and industry leaders are invited to
showcase their technologies and capabilities during this event.
The event provides an opportunity to test new unmanned systems
and related technologies, while gaining access to US Navy test
ranges, facilities and people. This includes access to Autonomous
Undersea Vehicles, Unmanned Surface Vehicles and Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles, as well as command, control and communication
capabilities. ANTX also provides a low risk environment where
scientists, engineers and sailors can evaluate technological
innovations at the research & development level before they
become militarized and interfaced within Navy operations.
The theme for ANTX 2018, being held from August 27 – 31, 2018, is
Human-Machine Optimization and Integrated Targeting in Maritime
Environments. Key tasks include conducting live demonstrations
of the tactics, techniques and procedures that are used in the
collection, storage and transmission of actionable intelligence.
During the exercise, ThayerMahan intends to deploy and
demonstrate SeaScout® – an expeditionary system for seabed
mapping and intelligence. SeaScout® will feature the following
characteristics:
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Kraken’s KATFISH, an actively stabilized towfish with Synthetic
Aperture Sonar. Wide area seafloor coverage, with area coverage
rates (ACR) of 3km2/hour and up to 8 knots tow speed, superior
pixel resolution for detection and classification (3cm x 3cm @
>200 m per side range), real time full swath, full resolution SAS
processing, 200m+ operating depth, fly-off bottom navigation,
automatic target detection and in-stride classification.
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Subsea Equipment

Multibeam Imaging Sonars

3D Scanner for Unique

Power and Data Transfer

Unique Group has made a further
addition to its line of subsea
technology with underwater laser
scanners from Newton Labs. This
recent purchase represents a further
investment in advanced technology
from the Group as they continue
to increase their equipment rental
inventory with the latest in subsea
technology.

One limiting factor for AUVs is the
need to recover it to the surface after
relatively short periods of time. The
possible underwater recharging and
data transfer has been largely held
back by conventional connectors not
being efficient and reliable.

The underwater laser scanners provide
images and 3D modelling of subsea
structures and the seabed and are
part of a wide range of products with
scanning ranges out to 10 meters and
resolutions to 0.01mm. With its most
comprehensive in the world line of
subsea scanners, Newton is the largest
and oldest worldwide manufacturer of
underwater laser scanners.

This prompted WiSub to develop
a pin-less power and data transfer
system. It combines the latest
developments in resonant power
transfer using very high frequencies
to transmit data and power over short
gaps of seawater.
This maintains the ability to connect
and disconnect without increasing the
risk failure or degraded performance.
"Patented application, high frequency
microwave electronics enables transfer
of large amounts of data at high
speed," said as spokesman. "WiSub
inductive power transfer and data

3D Images
Seatronics and Whitecap Scientific,
developers of the ROV3D Recon DVR,
have undertaken a global distribution
agreement that will see Seatronics
invest in ROV3D Recon DVR rental
units for their Aberdeen (UK), Hou-
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ston (USA), Singapore, and Abu Dhabi
(UAE) offices.
Whitecap Scientific’s ROV3D Recon
DVR allows any ROV with two cameras
to generate measurable 3D point
clouds of subsea structures and assets during routine operations.
ROV3D point clouds are
generated in real-time, with
no need for post-processing.
By seamlessly enhancing
an ROV’s existing SD or HD
cameras, ROV3D Recon makes
spatial data accessible for
every subsea operation.

Single and Dual Frequency Operation

transfer solutions peacefully co-exist
without interference.
"Unlike pin-based systems, it allows
a full 360° axial rotation freedom
that is complemented by wide
angular misalignment tolerances.
Sub-millimetre tolerances can now
become centimetre tolerances.
"Native Ethernet communication
interface also permits the use of a
variety of market-ready available
converters, facilitating other data
formats such as serial and video
data."
Terminating to either copper or fiber
increases the interface options.
There are three models – the
Maelstrom, Fonn and Torden. All
have 100 Mbps Ethernet and Serial
data transfer capability.
The 24 VDC @ 50 Watts power
transfer of the Maelstrom is suited
for instrument capabilities, the 24
VDC @ 1000 W power transfer of
the Torden delivers gap-tolerant
resonant power without involving
the risk of batteries and the 24
VDC @ 250 W power transfer of the
Fonn combines the size, data speed
and flexibility of Maelstrom with the
advanced power management of
Torden.

MERMAC U

Underwater Winch
Forming part of the MERMAC
range of electrically driven winch
and LARS systems, MacArtney
has announced its MERMAC U
underwater winch range.
It is designed for scientific, naval
and homeland security applications.
The company has integrated several
features into this multipurpose,
intelligent underwater winch to
help ensure that the winch works
optimally from the seabed.
Consisting of a winch fixed to a
platform on the seabed, MERMAC
U controls the deployment of
oceanographic equipment by
raising and lowering a buoy at predefined intervals and speeds and to
set depths.

MERMAC U is rated for deployment
at depths of up to 3000m and comes
with an intelligent control system
for launching and retrieving as well
as a state-of-the-art data collection
system.

Micro-USBL Tracking Beacons

Bidirectional Acoustic Data Modems

The MERMAC U is designed to
operate in harsh underwater
environments and equipped with
standard industry components.
The winch motors and control
electronics as well as the slip ring
are all encapsulated and in general
the winches are manufactured from
structural steel as standard.
MERMAC U is a standard underwater
winch and comes in two sizes: 500 m
and 3200m cable capacities. They can
be equipped with steel- armoured
and PUR jackets cables.

Portable Sidescan Sonars

Towed, OEM, Hull and Pole Mounted

Matt Pur Finished Version of ROV Dynamic Cables
Novacavi is launching a matt PUR finished version of ROV dynamic cables to
improve operational efficiency and maneuverability both in water and on deck.
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Key features are a sliding and less sticky performance especially when on winches
out of the water. This customised extensive range of matt PUR sheathed cables is
conceived to improve handling.
It also avoids clinginess in use while guaranteeing same moulding technical
compatibility and steady abrasion resistance characteristics of the glossy
sheathed cable version.
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ROV dynamic cables
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Canopus
IXsea
Beacon

Canopus
When Oceano, a market leader in
acoustic positioning, merged with
iXsea, this propelled them into a world
of hybrid inertial-acoustic systems.
Decades later under the single brand
iXblue, it is now launching a featurerich intelligent seabed beacon called
Canopus signaling a return to Oceano’s
LBL positioning roots.

the ROVINS and subsequent products
was the culmination of that philosophy.

This new LBL system has a maturity
yielded from growth within iXblue.
It is enriched with enhancements
from smart inertial couplings through
systems like Ramses and Gaps.

The philosophy of keeping everything
“in the box” is valid for simple systems.
When vehicles have multiple sensors
each communicating with each other,
and perhaps other similarly equipped
vehicles, and all interacting with an array
of seabed deployed sensors, however,
having an individual user interface for
each device becomes too cumbersome.

The hardware will be accompanied by
the release of a new software package
called Canopus, that will integrate the
full range of iXblue’s subsea positioning
products.
“The beacon and software completes
the range of subsea positioning and
navigation systems,” said Jim Titcomb, “
and gives us full LBL capability. We had
the inertial, we had the ultra short base
line (USBL) and we had the Ramses
acoustic synthetic baseline positioning
system for sparse LBL.
"Up until now, however, we didnt
have the ability to do a full LBL
system because we lacked beacons
with telemetry capability. These
new beacons include telemetry, high
speed modem, sound velocity, tilt and
pressure sensors. It is the new software
package, however, that completes the
picture.
"Historically, iXblue had a philosophy
that everything required for
operation should be included in
the unit. Essentially, the electronics
are contained in a box, and all the
positioning calculations are conducted
by that box. External sensors are
interfaced to the box and the box does
the calculation and outputs the results.
There is no need for any topside
system."
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The release of the Web interface with
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Oil industry requirements that INS data
must be post process, no matter what
system it comes from, effectively proved
to iXblue the benefits of post processing
of subsea data. That post processing is
now almost routine

The Canopus software package that
iXblue will be releasing as part of the
development, therefore, will provide
a unified planning, implementation,
monitoring, and processing function for
all iXblue subsea positioning products.
This allows the user to control a range of
iXblue (and third party) products from a
single interface. The Canopus software
creates an integrated subsea positions
system from the diverse range of iXblue
products, maximising the flexibility of the
system while minimising the complexity.

Process

The process starts with designing the
array. An analysis of the bathymetry
and sound velocity profiles allows the
production of an initial array layout plan.
The coverage and accuracy maps are
updated dynamically as the design of the
array progresses.
Once the array design is completed
it is possible to take advantage of the
WiFi embedded in each beacon to
program the whole array in one go. The
configuration is downloaded to each
beacon in the array simultaneously.
“This is a one-step configuration direct
from the design, right into the beacon
and vehicle systems. It represents a
massive time-saving when preparing

Visibility Map

the project,” said Jim Titcomb. “It also
eliminates the possibility of errors when
manually entering parameters for each
device in a the array.
“After deploying the beacon, we can
monitor the array performance during
operations because we have the array
plan in the software and know what type
of performance were trying to achieve.
Anything that departs from the expected
performance will flag up warnings
allowing the operator to take corrective
action.”
“This software will not just be able to
configure and monitor the beacons. It
will also manage the configuration of
Ramses, GAPS, and whichever iXblue INS
is in use. Once deployed, the array can
be monitored through any connected
RAMSES or GAPS system

“While Canopus allows products to work
together, we still maintain our philosophy
of doing everything real time “in the
box” Canopus is a topside that simplifies
complex systems, but if you are using a
single INS, then you can still use it as you
always did with no topside required.

"The beacons have undergone longterm deepwater tests with Ifremer
with no corrosion issues. iXblue has
considerable experience with acoustic
releases and are used to engineering
units to be submerged for multiple
years.

"Another key philosophy at iXblue is
open data. The customer owns the
systems and should have full access to
any data it produces,” said Titcomb.

"Recently a customer recovered one of
our acoustic releases a full year beyond
the maximum specified deployment for
that device, the unit deployed correctly
and was recovered corrosion free.”

“We have always had a philosophy of
open data transfer and if a customer
wants to build their own systems on top
of these individual capabilities, we would
actively encourage that. Ramses provides
raw range data, so if a customer wanted
to integrate these beacons within their
own inertial solution they can do just
that.

"These new beacons, however,
are constructed from an anodised
aluminium body for its light-weight.
iXblue normally use Titanium or super
duplex stainless steel for a this kind of
water depth.
“There are physical limitations on the
size of this type of beacon, so it made
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Balmoral
Offshore Engineering
Committed to subsea
product development

CANOPUS From
previous page

While this great industry of ours has seen major changes in the
past few years we have continued with our strategy of investment.
Reinforcing our customer focus philosophy, people, plant and
processes have all received major investment in terms of training,
new facilities and improved manufacturing procedures respectively.

Balmoral Subsea Test Centre
The industry’s most comprehensive commercially available hyperbaric facility opened its
doors in Aberdeen in 2018. With more than £20m being invested in a wide range
of facilities the centre is now available to third parties spanning the subsea, renewables,
defence and oceanographic sectors.

Booth M401

Booth 731

Hydrostatic testing

23 Test vessels: Internal lengths from 1010-10400mm, testing to 96-700bar

Submersion test tanks

Three tanks spanning 6600x2300mm-9000mm dia, 2200-4500mm depths

Mechanical testing

sense to have similar dimensions
to other products on the market in
order to allow the reuse of ancillary
items such as buoyancy collars and
tripods. 4000m is now our standard
operating range but we may look to the
possibility of a 6000m unit in future.”
The Canopus system can operate in
a number of modes, the traditional
interrogate response mode, or a more
advanced Synchronous mode. Here,
the beacons first synchronise their
internal clocks, then proceed to "ping"
at pre-determined periods. This allows
an unlimited number of mobile units to
use the array.
The real value of these synchronous
systems, however, say iXblue, is
allowing an unlimited number of ROVs,
AUVs and hybrids to work in the same
area without interference.
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“With synchronous mode there is no
limit to the number of mobile units in
the array,” said Jim Titcomb. “Disaster
situations such as the Macondo
tragedy call for large numbers of
vessels and vehicles to operate in a
limited area.
With traditional acoustic systems this
becomes a major headache managing
frequencies and codes and scheduling
usage of the system so that the critical
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operations happen when they need to.
"With just a few CANOPUS beacons
operating in synchronous mode all
vessels and vehicles in the area could
be positioned 24/7. Another use for
synchronous mode is to allow AUV’s to
operate without having to expend energy
interrogating the array.
The advantage of the new systems”
said Daniel Rosco-Hudson. “Is that this
allows us to take a flexible approach. We
can tailor the arrangement to what the
customer wants.”
A traditional LBL system requires
ranges from at least three beacons
simultaneously in order to calculate a
position. iXblue have shown that it is
possible to obtain the types of accuracies
achieved by LBL whilst using far fewer
ranges.
By aiding the INS with ranges to a
single beacon it is possible to maintain
decimetre accuracy. This type of
methodology is well known as Sparse
array, and it means that it is possible to
conduct operations by deploying fewer
beacons. MMT recently reported on an
operation in the Black Sea where they
conducted 20km sections of route survey
with decimetre precision with only 11
beacons per section.
When operating a sparse array, cost

savings can be made through the
reduced time to deploy and calibrate
the beacons, however the drawback
is that the calibration process can be
trickier.
Another approach is to operate
the array in a temporally sparse
mode rather than a spatially sparse.
When equipped with a suitable INS
ranges to beacons can be measured
sequentially, perhaps measuring the
range to one beacon every 5 seconds.
Where a traditional LBL system might
interrogate 6 beacons every second
leading to 360 beacon pings every
minute, a Canopus system might
only use 12 beacon pings. This huge
reduction in the number of pings the
beacons have to emmit combined
with the longer battery life given
by the CANOPUS beacons means
time lost to array maintenance is
practically eliminated.
“The power consumption of beacons
is important. A considerable amount
of time is spent changing beacon(s)
out because of the batteries.
With modern electronics reducing
consumption and efficient use of
the beacons, it is possible to almost
eliminate time lost to battery
maintenance on the positioning
array”

A proprietary test rig performs load, axial, lateral, static, 3-point, compression, shear, dropped
weight, swing arm and bend testing.
Visit balmoralsubseatestcentre.com or call us on +44 1224 859000 to find out more.
Better still, come and see us the next time you’re in Aberdeen, we’d love to show you around.

www.balmoralsubseatestcentre.com

Optical ferrule for BIRNS Millennium connector
BIRNS Inc has announced the addition
of a new 1.25mm optical ferrule
for its BIRNS Millennium connector
series—a high performance, high
density dry-mate connector range
suitable for applications to 6km
depth.
The series can be used with molded
or oil-filled cables in straight or 90°
configurations and is available in high
and low voltage, coax, fiber-optic,
and hybrids of electro-coax, electrooptical and electro-opto-mechanical
formats.
The 1.25mm ferrule provides singlemode and multi-mode options
with low insertion losses for subsea
applications in extremely high density
pin configurations, while affording
superior new exclusive precision
alignment capabilities.
The new ferrule is available in
addition to the existing 2.5mm ferrule
offered in the series, with both made
of ceramic zirconia.
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1.25mm optical ferrule
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The Art of Tow Fishing
SMART
SUBSEA
SOLUTIONS

In today’s fast moving, cost-conscious
subsea industry, many companies are
turning away from traditional towed
systems to the promises of autonomous
underwater vehicle technology to meet
their underwater survey challenges.
Recent changes and capabilities in the
towed system market, however, are
starting to see the pendulum drift back
the other way.
John Howes looks at towed systems

S2C TECHNOLOGY: COMMUNICATION AND TRACKING COMBINED
-

time, space and cost - saving solutions
low power consumption for autonomous operations
advanced data delivery algorithms, addressing and networking, remotely configurable settings
extendable platform with multiple configuration options: power-saving Wake Up module, acoustic releaser,
additional sensors, custom solutions, OEM versions available

USBL POSITIONING SYSTEMS

LBL POSITIONING SYSTEMS

simultaneous positioning and communication - no need
to switch between positioning mode and modem mode

highly accurate, precise and stable performance,
simultaneous positioning and data transmissions

-

-

flexible SiNAPS positioning software
reliable data transmissions
range: up to 8000 m
accuracy: up to 0.04 degrees

A common method of profiling the
seabed’s structure and geomorphology
is to conduct boat-based surveys. These
typically involve attaching a transmitter,
maybe by way of an immersed pole,
to the ship’s hull and pulsing acoustic
signals down through the water column.
The time interval it takes for the signal’s
reflection to be back picked up by a
surface detector is then converted to
depth. This is the underlying principle
for both bathymetric and penetrating
surveys.

Operating the survey equipment from
surface vessels has many advantages.
The instruments are available in a wide
range of sizes and power capacities.
They are quickly deployable and easily
maintained. Importantly, the data is
available in real time, allowing the
survey to be modified in response to the
information received.
The transmitted signal can radiate out
from the hull at a range of given beam
angles and intensities, so that a relatively
large areal swath of data can be recorded
as the vessel moves forward.
The fundamental problem with acoustic
signals, however, is that they attenuate
as they pass through water medium the greater the depth and turbidity, the
greater the attenuation. In imaging, this
manifests itself as a loss of definition.
One practical solution to improving data
integrity, therefore, is to relocate the
sensor as close to the seabed target as
possible.

A
Tritech
sonar
towfish
Underwater imaging,
however, is not the
only discipline that
benefits from a more close-up
approach to data gathering.
The availability of localised chemical,
temperature and conductivity
information can also be an important
to surveys, both for calibrating other
instrumentation and in its own right.
In recent years, for example, the
burgeoning wind industry has provided
a number of opportunities for the
survey sector. Principal to these are
the detection of unexploded ordnance
and especially, verifying the actual the

flexible SiNAPS positioning software
reliable data transmissions
range: up to 8000 m
accuracy: better than 0.01 m

UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC MODEMS
reliable data transmissions even in adverse conditions,
customizable R-series modems, light and compact M-series
“mini” modems, new S2CM - HS high-speed modem,
special editions for developers, S2C communication and
positioning emulator - remote access or standalone device
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- range: up to 8000 m
- depth: up to 6000 m
- data rate: up to 62.5 kbps

EvoLogics GmbH
Ackerstrasse 76,
13355 Berlin, Germany
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Surface-based scanning using a Teledyne echsounder
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Towfish
position of the laid cables themselves.
Similarly, investigation of oil leakage and
even some seabed mining information
gathering can only be carried out
properly using a close-up seabed
investigation.
Over the years, the industry has
responded by developing a number of
vehicles to carry out these localised
surveys. The most elementary of these
is the towfish.

Towfish
The towfish can be best understood as
sensor with a purpose-designed body
wrapped around it as opposed to a
vehicle of opportunity to which a userselectable sensor such as a sonar or
magnetometer can be inserted.

A typical ratio of cable length to tow depth is 4 to 1 (right). Using a heavier
deep tow version with deflector can reduce this 2 to 1 (left). The result is less
cable required
Very often, although by no means
always, it assumes a long thin
hydrodynamic torpedo shape, usually
with stabilising fins. It is connected
to the mother vessel by an armoured
umbilical that not only acts as a

power conduit to supply electricity to
the sensor body, but is also used to
exchange data /control signals.
In order for the towfish to maintain
a horizontal attitude in flight, the

When you
need LBL
but not the
expense.

Most towfish are torpedo shaped
although by no means all
Top: Tritech Starfish,
Mid: Edgetech SB 05122i
Bottom: iXblue SAMS

An Edgetech towfish

Rovins

FOG BASED
HIGH GRADE INS FOR
ROV NAVIGATION

Ramses
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LONG BASELINE MF AND
LF POSITIONING SYSTEMS
Teledyne's Deep Towed Vehicle
The floatation makes them neutrally buoyant and able to be towed
smoothly over the sea floor
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1.25mm optical ferrule
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Towfish
AUVs
umbilical is not connected to nose,
(which would orient the body up
towards the surface) but normally half
way long the body, near its centre of
gravity.
In operation, towing a body has two
main variables – its tow speed and the
length of the cable. A normal survey
speed is around 5kts while a typical
ratio of cable length to tow depth is 4
to 1. This means that 400ft of cable is
needed to tow at a depth of 100ft.
If the towspeed were fast enough
and the towfish light enough, it
would potentially be dragged up to
the surface, moving in and out of the
waves like a waterskier. This action is
called Porpoising
Most tow fish, however, are relatively
heavy and rely on their mass to
gravitate quickly towards the seabed.
As the tow speed starts to increase,
however, the drag on the tow cable
gradually pulls the fish back upwards
through the water column.
There are two main strategies to try
and keep the fish as near to the deep
seabed as possible.
One is to design the towfish to be
especially heavy or alternatively, to
retrofit a clump weight to increase its
mass and deter the body from rising.
The second is to add some sort of
depressor. This creates a significant
hydrodynamic downward force that

overcomes drag and pulls the tow cable
downward as the wing moves through
the water. One example of a depressor is
JW Fishers DDW-1 Deep Dive Wing.
“In the past, many depressors were
custom made to fit specific equipment
items,” said Brian Smith Fishers, CEO of
JW Fishers.
“This meant, however, the wings were
expensive and had limited applications.
This prompted us to design a universal
wing that could be used with any type of
equipment
“The depressor essentially changes the
dive angle – the angle between the
horizontal towfish and the line up to
the surface vessel. Larger instrument
packages have more drag and require a
greater dive angle.
Changing the tow point allows different
size instrument packages to be towed to
the required depth.
“By artificially steepening the dive angle,
the amount of cable used is considerably
reduced to a point where it is possible to
tow equipment at a depth of 100ft using
only 200ft of cable instead of 400ft.
"The advantage is that smaller, less
expensive cable handling systems
can be used. Our DDW-1 can tow
magnetometers because it does not have
ferrous metals in its construction and,
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therefore, has no magnetic signature."
In recent years, autonomous underwater
vehicles (AUVs), have proved a
particularly cost-effective source of near
seabed survey data gathering.
Both the vehicles themselves, as well as
the necessary support vessels, are very
expensive. The savings, however, are
generated from automation. They can be
programmed to carry out a survey at a
high speed with a great need for external
support.

number of key advantages.
“Because the power is provided
externally and there is no real size
constraint on the towfish itself, it can
carry very powerful combines sidescan
sonar and sub bottom profiler systems
said a representative at EdgeTech.

These vehicles are now available in a
wide range of AUV sizes and capacities
have all become available, to compete
even more strongly with towed vehicle
sector.

“The shipboard power allows survey
operations to continue for hours and
days, and, unlike AUVs, towfish have
no batteries to recharge. The ships
motors are also located a long way away
from the sensor, reducing the potential
for ‘noise’ to contaminate the sensor

Towed systems, however do have a

“Yes, these can also be provided
on some AUVs, but only those big
enough to accommodate them and by
definition, they are more expensive.

readings.
"Conversely, AUVs have all kinds of
inherent ‘noise’ sources from the motor,
DVLs, USBLs, Multibeams, acoustic and
modems, all located in close proximity.
Yes, if the system has been integrated
properly, these ‘noises’ should not
interfere with the sonar images but
sometimes this is a challenge.
“Another feature of towed systems is
that they provide real-time information.
This is really important. In comparison,
AUV operators may have to wait hours to
retrieve and download the data.
Real time information is advantageous
for many reasons, for example, it is
useful to optimise the sonar settings at

Eiva ROTV

an early stage in the procedure.
"Operationally, getting real-time
information from a side scan, for
example means that operators
identifying a target can go back over
the zone of interest immediately,
maybe from a different angle or with a
higher frequency setting, to verify it."
One historical issue with AUVs, is that
there is always a fear that they can get
lost. The battery dies, they physically
stuck and can’t be retrieved, or
communications are lost.
This influences operational planning
decisions concerning how and where
the systems should be deployed.
Operators of towed systems, however,
have the security of knowing that the
vehicle is always at the end of the
cable.
Towed systems can often be deployed
and retrieved with far greater
ease than AUVs. They don’t need
a knowledgeable AUV operator to
operate it and as such, are suitable for
work in areas of the world where the
skills pool does not off this facility.

Oceanographic Operations

The classical way of attaining a
deeper understanding of the dynamic
processes within a water column is to
employ some sort of profiler.
This consists of an oceanographic
instrument cage which moves up and
down through the profile collecting
data as it goes. A routine survey will
typically determine a number of such
pre-planned geographic locations at
which, the profiler would be deployed
in order to eventually generate a 2D
or 3D appraisal of the area under
investigation.
The actual types of measurement
depend on the specific aim of the
survey, but it could require a basket
of measurements including CTD,
Fluorometers, Bioluminescence
meters, turbidity sensors and Plankton
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Towfish
Chelsea Instruments'
undulating shuttle

Chelsea Instruments'
profiler

“A typical shuttle, such as our
NuShuttle, consists of a body to contain
the sensory equipment, and wings or
foils that allow it to undulate up and
down under control," said Dunning.
"It uses an altimeter and pressure
sensor to assist with the navigation.
"All towfish are relatively heavy
because they rely on gravity and
hydrodynamic forces to push it down
to the seabed and solely hydrographic
forces to bring it out.
Undulating shuttles are often less
dense than solid towfish because some
have to rely on some sort of limited
flotation at the rear in order to achieve
the correct angle of attack when
launching."

Samplers etc.
At the end of each sample run, the
sensors are recovered to deck, and the
vessel moves on to the next point. In
this method, the survey only occurs
when the vessel is stationary, leaving
the issue that there is a continual stopstart aspect of the programme.

Inside, the fuselage can be fitted
with a wide variety of sensors to
provide data on such parameters as
conductivity, temperature, depth,
chlorophyll, hydrocarbon and Gelbstoff
fluorescence, turbidity, optical
transmittance, bioluminescence,
nutrient, redox and dissolved oxygen.
The NuShuttle also has capacity to
carry a mechanical Plankton Sampler or
an Optical Plankton Counter.

This prompted the towfish providers to
suggest a smoother, more uninterrupted
solution in the form of towed undulating
shuttles. Instead of a sequence of profile
surveys, the undulating shuttle flies
along the survey line moving up and
down through up to 500m of water
column at speeds of 5-15 kts. This
not only reduces risk, but radically
improves survey times

Remotely Controlled Tethered Vehicle (RCTV)
One towed technology that has
seen acceptance particularly in the
aquaculture industry is the Remotely
Controlled Tethered Vehicle (RCTV).
Instead of being manoeuvred by fins,
it moves horizontally and vertically
using pairs of large cylindrical rotors
arranged in a cruciform orientation.
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used in many applications on research
and commercial fishing vessels, to
enable scientists to directly observe
pelagic (mid-water) and demersal (seabed) trawls.

It has enabled fish scientists to
determine if the gears were fishing
correctly, that the nets were not
distorted and, where applicable, that
they were maintaining contact with
the seabed.

Its rotors have a typical diameter of
165mm and a length of 110cm. They
produce the equivalent force to drive
the vehicle left and right, that would
have to otherwise needed a fin with
an area of 1m2.

They can also reveal how the fish
reacts to different components of the
trawls (eg, the sand clouds generated
by the doors, the tow wires and the
ground gear) and gives scientists an
indication of how trawls could be
tailored to be more selective (ie, to
target only one fish species).

Since the 1980s, the RCTV has been

Left: The RCTV
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“All the operator has to do, is sail
from A to B. They can pretty much
forget about the towed undulating
vehicle - just remembering to pull it
back in when running out of depth,"
said Justin Dunning, Manager, Chelsea
Instruments. "It doesn’t take a whole
team of technicians and engineers to
operate them.
Towed undulating vehicles come in
a variety of formats from relatively
small carriages to elaborate openocean mono-wing designs in which the
instruments fit into the wing itself.

“A typical towing speed is 1-15 kts with
a dive/climb rate at 2-3m/sec. The
stress that this can put on the towing
line can be significant. It, therefore,
typically requires the use of 8-11mm
cable,” said Dunning.
“Such a relatively large cable naturally
creates in drag when pulled through
the water.
The stresses can cause the line to
harmonically vibrate or strum like a
guitar string. One way of reducing the
drag on the cable, is to mount fairings
to the cable. This opens the undulation
envelope by a factor of 3

ROTVs

.
As the towed vehicles start to grow in
sophistication and ability, the name
Remotely Operated Towed Vehicles
(ROTVs) start to appear.
One of the more advanced of such is
the ScanFish towed undulating shuttle
is design produced by EIVA.
This consists of a mono-wing into
which instrumentation can be inserted.
At its trailing edge is a pair of fins
can move in a vertical plane while
importantly, stabilising the system and
limiting roll to within 1 deg. Recently,
the basic design has seen some
interesting modifications.
Last year, EIVA received
an order for a vehicle
that had to be able
to accommodate
about 300kg of
sensors!
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Towfish
ScanFish with towed
magnetometer

members in an arrangement to form an
open lattice box shape.
All four of these wing members have
steerable fins which gives the design
a fundamental advantage over less
advanced towed vehicle designs - not
only can it undulate, but can also move
up to 80m each side of the centre
towline.

ScanFish
able to manoeuvre sideways during
subsea survey operations. This frame
not only protects the delicate side parts,
but negates influence of the sideways
currents on the ROTV position. It also
increases survey efficiency, since overlap
of sensor coverage can be reduced and
the number of re-surveys required can
be minimised.

ScanFish
with side fins

EIVA has had particular success gearing
its towed systems to the unexploded
ordnance market.
This is based on using magnetometers to
look for metal casings.
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The company responded by scaling
up its smaller design to reach a larger
physical size. This was not an easy task
because as part of the design brief, was
– unlike many towfish designs that look
to go faster and thus conduct the work
quicker, – was to produce a vehicle that
was able to actually go slower.
“A typical vehicle can travel at
speeds from 3–10kts," said Martin
Kristensen,Hardware Development
Manager.
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"Flying high above the seabed, it is easy
to scan downwards and get accurate
information. This main application,
however, involved looking at the seabed
in great detail.
"As the distance between the ROTV and
the seabed closes and the apparent
groundspeed increases, it becomes more
difficult to carry out scanning as the
vehicle is moving too fast for the capacity
of the sensor. The vehicle, therefore
requires bringing its speeds down to
nearer 1.5kt.
"The problem with any towed vehicle
going slower, is that it becomes far more
affected by side currents than when
going fast, and the body starts to drift if
this is not corrected for."
One option is to use a '3D' steering frame

Instead of housing a magnetometer
within the towfish body, however, EIVA
has developed an arrangement in which
it can tow more than magnetometer at a
time. By increasing the lateral extent of
the vehicle by extending arms either side
of the ScanFish body, this allows a total
of four magnetometers to be towed from
a single ROTV.
The ScanFish III can be towed from the
back of a survey vessel’s stern A-frame,
however, this can be extended laterally
by a spreader beam to make it possible
to tow more than one ROTV at a time.

important that both the towed
magnetometers, and the ScanFish
themselves, don’t collide. We have,
therefore, set up systems that dictate
that the minimum separation distance
between two adjacent ScanFish
bodies - 8m. They also have different
laybacks."
Laybacks describes the fact that all
the 12 towed magnetometers from
the ScanFish do not line up in a row.
Instead, some extend backwards
further than others. They can also
travel at different depths. The survey
is also helped by the ability to switch
between manual and automatic modes.

So what advantages does that give?
"All towed vehicles are launched from
the back of the boat and directly into
the stream made by the propellers,"
said Hans-Jorgen Hansen Vice-President
Sales and Marketing at MacArtney.
"Even when the line pays out and the
towed vehicle starts falling backwards
and sinking, it often still resides in an
cone of general water disturbance.

"The main benefit for vehicles able to
move in three dimensions, therefore,
is that they can move quickly out of
this turbulence stream.
MacArtney produces two ROTV
models. Its Focus vehicle is used
mainly for acoustic survey and as
such, it typically houses a range of
tools such as an analogue or digital
side scan sonars, a synthetic aperture
sonar, a forward-looking, scanning,
profiling and multibeam sonar, subbottom profiler, video and laser line
scan cameras, fibre optic gyro, motion
sensors, bottom tracking Doppler log
and a USBL responder for positioning.
They are used in applications such
as pipeline inspection or seabed
mapping, or fisheries research where

MacArtney's ROTV launching

"An effective magnetometer survey
involves sailing the ScanFish only 3m
above the sea bed," said Kristensen.
"To do this, it is necessary to use the
ScanFish in automatic mode.
"An altimeter accurately measures
the distance above the seabed. If
this drifts up and away from the 3m
threshold, the angle of the fins change
automatically change to bringing the
body back to the correct level.

3D Movement

“The maximum number of vehicles we
have used at any time is three," said
Kristensen. "Each of these was able to
carry an array of four magnetometers,
making a total of 12 for each run.

With both its major towed vehicle
models designed to work in three
dimensions, MacArtney are one of the
ROTV sector's market leaders.

"The practical problem with running
these sort of numbers, is that it is

The unique design fundamentally
consists of four horizontal columns
connected by a carbon fibre wing
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Towfish
Tritex Thickness Gauge
In many ways, towed sensors could
often outperform the sensors in AUVs,
but were not able to live with the
advantages that autonomy brings. By
bringing the autonomy to the support
vessel and not the underwater vehicle,
however, has changed the market.

multibeam sonar, a sub-bottom profiler,
and a towed sidescan sonar with 250m
of armored sonar cable.
A total of 1220 km of cable route survey
lines was executed

Teledyne has been towing a Tritech
Starfish under its Z-boat and last
October, ASV Global and TerraSond
completed the first ever seabed
cable route survey supported by an
unmanned surface vehicle (USV).

The Multigauge 6000 Drone Thickness
Gauge OEM transmits real time
measurements wirelessly up to a
distance of 500 metres using its
integrated RF transmitter. The readings
are displayed and stored on dedicated
Communicator software within
templates in a grid or string format.

The survey route included various water
depths and strong currents, while facing
difficult wind and sea conditions in the
Bering Sea offshore Alaska.

Focus 2

echo sounders can determine fish
stock quantities and even types of fish
in the water column.
"Pipeline survey is a good example of
how advantageous it is for ROTVs to
be able to move in three dimensions,"
said Hansen.
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"A conventional towed vehicle
surveying a pipeline would see the
mother vessel keeping carefully to a
path directly above the pipe, and the
towfish following a parallel path just
above the seabed. The winds and
current impacting against the side of
the survey mother vessel, however,
could expect to push it maybe 10-20m
from its track. This would have the
effect of moving the ROTV off target
by the same amount.
"The ability for the ROTV to move
horizontally, however, completely
changes everything. The ROTV can
manoeuvre precisely and sit on top
of the pipeline, almost irrespective of
what is happening on the surface,"
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MacArtney's other ROTV is the Triaxus.
This is more designed for the undulating
oceanographic market.
It is large enough for the body to
accommodate a large quick-change
sensor payload housed in anodised
aluminium instrumentation pods.

Future Changes
Historically, AUVs gained a lot of traction
by exploiting the argument that towed
vehicles were literally tied to the survey
vessel at the surface.
They could not be programmed to go off
and carry out a survey automatically.

The project was mobilised following
a 9000km nautical charting survey by
Terrasond, of which 4,50km (53%) was
executed by an ASV Global C-Worker 5
autonomous surface vehicle (ASV).
The cable route survey required a
new payload including a hull mounted

Tritex NDT has launched a new
ultrasonic metal thickness gauge
specifically designed for mounting onto
drones for high level inspections. The
gauge uses multiple echo to completely
ignore coatings up to 20mm thick
and the single crystal probe ensures
accurate readings on curved surfaces,
such as storage tanks and pipelines.
Remaining metal thickness and
corrosion levels can be quickly and
more easily checked without the need
for scaffolding or rope access.

The gauge weighs just 45 grams and
the plastic probe weighs only 15 grams.

Sonar from a Z-boat
ASV C-Worker 5

“Keeping weight down to a minimum
without losing performance has been
essential,” said Jon Sharland, Sales
Manager at Tritex NDT.

“I believe we are leading the field
in this new application. We have
already had a number of successful
installations over the past three years
and now we are pleased to have the
first commercially available dedicated
drone thickness gauge, which has been
developed in response to customer’s
feedback and requirements.”
Dry couplant membranes reduce the
weight further as couplant, and a
means to deploy it, are not required.
The Multigauge 6000 Drone Gauge
is supplied as a complete kit for OEM
installation onto drones. It accepts an
input of 8Vdc – 35Vdc for complete
versatility.
The probe has Intelligent Probe
Recognition (IPR), which automatically
adjusts settings in the gauge when
connected, resulting in a perfectly
matched probe and gauge for
enhanced performance.
Also, the Automatic Measurement
Verification System (AMVS) used
with multiple echo ensures only true
measurements are displayed, even on
the most heavily corroded metals.

Tritex NDT ultrasonic metal
thickness gauge

Of course AUVs also required vessel
support, but like in all industries since the
industrial revolution, one way of driving
down costs is by introducing automation.
This was perfect for AUVs but an avenue
not open to any vehicle dependent on
a mother vessel that controlled and
powered the entire operation.
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In recent years, however, all this has
changed with the advent of autonomous
surface vehicle technology.
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Seabed 2030
Future Prospects

Fugro Leads The Marine Survey Industry In
Support Of Global Initiative Seabed 2030
Fugro is leading the marine survey industry in support of NF-GEBCO
Seabed 2030, a global initiative to produce a definitive, high-resolution
bathymetric map of the entire world’s ocean floor by the year 2030.
The initiative is being facilitated by the General Bathymetric Chart of the
Oceans (GEBCO) project in partnership with The Nippon Foundation (NF)
as a means to inform global policy, improve sustainable use and advance
scientific research.
Much less than 20 percent of the world’s oceans are mapped using
modern survey techniques and Fugro recognises the importance of
accurate seabed measurements (bathymetry) to numerous government,
scientific and industry applications.
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David Millar, Fugro’s government accounts director in the Americas
explains, “As the world’s largest offshore survey company, Fugro is in a
position to help close this data gap, and we are committed to doing our
part through the Seabed 2030 project.”
Continued over
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Seabed 2030

EMPOWERING

Gondola2 MBE – Fugro collects multibeam
echosounder data from specialist
equipment housed in a gondola platform
Continued from previous page
One of the primary ways Fugro is
supporting Seabed 2030 is through
crowd sourced bathymetry data
contributions. In 2017 the company
devised a methodology for collecting
valuable high resolution bathymetry
datasets while its vessels are transiting
between survey projects. The approach
is made possible through Fugro’s Office
Assisted Remote Services (OARS®), its
proprietary technology that enables
safe and efficient data acquisition
without the need for dedicated survey
staff on board. In this way, valuable data
can be collected from transiting vessels
with minimal effect on Fugro’s standard
operating procedures.
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In 2017, Fugro deployed its intransit data collection methodology
on two survey vessels, delivering
approximately 65,000 km² of crowd
sourced bathymetry data to GEBCO.
The company has recently expanded
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that collection capacity to include four
survey vessels and intends eventually
to incorporate the approach across its
entire global survey fleet to make an
increasingly significant impact on the
Seabed 2030 programme.
“Fugro has displayed exemplary
corporate leadership by sharing transit
data from two of its survey vessels,”
acknowledged Seabed 2030 Project
Director, Satinder Bindra. “In the coming
months we look forward to receiving
more transit data from all its survey
vessels, which we believe will serve as a
shining example to others in the industry
and play an important role in helping
us map the entire ocean floor for the
benefit of humanity by 2030.”
Along with its own data contributions,
Fugro is working with its clients to
investigate how their datasets (existing
and planned) may be incorporated into

the Seabed 2030 programme. In some
instances, data sharing is straightforward,
but in many others, datasets contain
sensitive information. Reducing the data
resolution to a suitable degree and/or
delaying the release of datasets until an
acceptable amount of time has passed
can mitigate these sensitivities and
ensure the integrity of client-owned data.
The company is also helping to establish
a workflow for integrating third party
datasets into the overall Seabed 2030
project database. The workflow will
address such things as data formats and
metadata standards, with the goal of
simplifying and accelerating the rate of
crowd sourced contributions and data
sharing arrangements.mf00246 Fugro
Equator_s - In 2017 Fugro delivered
approx 65,000 km² of bathymetry data to
the Seabed 2030 project, collected from
two of its survey vessels, including Fugro
Equator
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New Gemini Sonar
Tritech has launched the world's
smallest multibeam sonar
A number of years ago, Aberdeenbased Tritech produced the Micron,
the world's smallest mechanical
scanning sonar. At the time, the
company stated that its development
was in response to the growing
importance of mini and micro ROVs,
and looked to bring the advantages
of its large sonars into this market.
Now, the company has repeated the
objective by creating the world’s
smallest multibeam imaging sonar.
"We wanted to develop a
multibeam for the smaller vehicle
to complement our Gemini range,"
said sales director Scott McLay. "This
currently includes the shallow water
Gemini 720ik and the deepwater
(up to 4000m water depth) Gemini
720is. These sonars are generally
compatible with larger vehicles but
would require additional buoyancy if
connected to a mini or micro ROV.
"We have now developed a sonar
called Gemini 720im that has similar
acoustic specification to the Micron
scanning sonar but is actually a
multibeam. The advantage of this
like-for-like low-power replacement
is that it allows the user to build up a
sonar image more quickly."
The Gemini 720im has a 90°
horizontal field of view; 50m range
and an update rate up to 20Hz.

The Gemini 720im
mounted on STR's
VideoRay ROV

With its compact dimensions, it is
not only suited for micro ROV/AUVs,
but all applications where space is
restricted or weight is critical, for
example on a diver helmet, and pole
mounted applications such as Search
and Recovery (SAR) operations.
"Many small ROVs have a small
payload which has historically ruled
out a multibeam," said McLay, "but
the size and weight of the Gemini
720im removes this obstacle to
multibeam installation on these
vehicles.
"Multibeams, however, typically
generate large volumes of data,
hence using Ethernet is really the
only option. This would mean that
the micro-ROV would also require a
multiplexer and topsides converter for
the signal.
"Part of the success of this sonar,
therefore, is that our engineers
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The Gemini 720im
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have developed the Tritech Serial
Multibeam Protocol (TSMP) that
allows us to send multibeam data
over a single twisted pair using
RS485 communication. This means
that it is possible to simply unplug
the Micron scanning sonar and plug
in the new Gemini 720im and it will
work immediately.
"A typical arrangement could
see the Gemini 720im working
in conjunction with Micron USBL
Modem and Micron EchoSounder,
and indeed, the auxiliary port on
the sonar allows for the daisychaining of these sensors," said
McLay.

BE A PART OF THE LEADING MARINE SCIENCE AND OCEAN TECHNOLOGY EVENT

"The downward pointing echo
sounder acts as an altimeter that
gives height above the seabed
while the modem operates in
transponder mode. This means that
when the position is unknown, the
modem pings, receives a replay and
works out the range and bearing to
the ROV.
Advanced adaptive processing
ensures that the most detailed
image possible is generated
regardless of range. This includes
automatic switching between
Compressed High Intensity Radar
Pulse (CHIRP) and Continuous
Wave (CW) modes of operation to
maximise image definition.
Tritech Genesis software is supplied
with the Gemini 720im and in time
this one software package will
support all of the Tritech sensors.
There is also a Windows and Linux
Software Development Kit (SDK)
for the sonar, to allow users to fully
integrate the Gemini 720im into a
customised system.
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Underwater Tracking System
Sonardyne has unveiled its smallest
ever underwater target tracking
system, the Micro-Ranger 2.
Micro-Ranger 2 is Sonardyne’s third
Ultra-Short Baseline (USBL) acoustic
tracking system to be built around
its Sixth-Generation (6G) hardware
and Wideband 2 digital acoustic
technology platform. Whereas
Ranger 2 and Mini-Ranger 2 are
designed for complex and deep water
survey and positioning operations,
however, the new entry-level model
introduces features that make it ideal
for supporting diving and small vehicle
operations in rivers, lakes and coastal
waters.

specified with a WSM 6+ transponder
which is able to be powered
directly from a vehicle to provide
uninterrupted tracking.
As standard, the bundled software
comes with many of the powerful
features common to the established

Users then simply need to connect
their computer and external GPS signal
to the system’s interface unit and
attach a transponder to each target
they want to monitor the position of.
With the transceiver lowered into the
water, tracking can begin.
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To unlock further capability, the
optional Marine Robotics software
pack allows users to both track,
communicate and command an
underwater vehicle fitted with a Nano
AvTrak 6 transceiver.
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MacArtney Multibeam

Ranger 2 on the Maria S. Merian
Sonardyne's deep water acoustic
tracking technology, Ranger 2, has
been installed on one of the most
modern vessels in the German
research fleet, the Maria S. Merian.

science teams to precisely track
the position of deep-water science
systems including unmanned robotic
platforms and seafloor landers to
beyond 7km.

Delivered through Sonardyne’s
in-country agent, Scholz Ingenieur
Büro, the system was chosen as a
replacement for the vessel’s existing
third-party Ultra-Short BaseLine
(USBL) acoustic equipment to enable

Operated by the German Research
Vessels Control Station at the Institute
of Geology, University of Hamburg,
the Maria S. Merian is equipped to
conduct sea bottom, water column
and atmospheric observations.

dedicated to the development of new techniques and
methodological concepts for landscape archaeology.

8/1/18 12:06 PM

Its research programme combines geophysics, aerial
imaging, computer science and geomatics to develop
efficient and universally applicable approaches for nondestructive detection, documentation, visualisation,
analysis and interpretation of archaeological landscapes.
Prior to placing the order for multibeam equipment,
scientists of the Institute were attending a demonstration
introducing them to the products in question and to
their properties and features. The presenters were
hydrographers from MacArtney’s German subsidiary who
actually did the installations and preparations for the
equipment.
The overall purpose of the multibeam solution is to create
3D model areas of former – now completely sub-merged
- pile dwellings in Austrian lakes in order to document
how some of our ancestors lived 5000 years ago.

In the base price of the system,
Sonardyne is including one of
its popular Nano transponders.
Measuring just over 150mm tall and
weighing 225 grams in water, Nano
can be fitted to a diver or small AUV
without noticeably affecting dynamics
through the water.
A built-in depth sensor aids
USBL positioning accuracy and a
rechargeable battery provides a
day of continuous use. For tracking
larger targets, Micro-Ranger 2 can be

ASIA’S OIL & GAS INDUSTRY

Ranger 2 USBL product family.

In this market sector, users often
have no prior experience of acoustic
tracking technology so ease-of-setup
and ease-of-use have been key areas
of engineering focus during the
development of the Micro-Ranger 2.
The system’s transceiver, MRT, is
extremely small and light and can be
deployed from the side of a small boat,
pontoon, or even a USV. Its design
provides all-round acoustic tracking
coverage, so it is ideal for tracking
targets in shallow water all the way to
the surface.

27 - 29 NOVEMBER
2018

A project to create 3D models of pile dwellings in Austrian
lakes thousands of years ago has resulted in the acquisition
by the University of Vienna of a multibeam solution supplied
by MacArtney.

The scope of supply features a Teledyne SeaBat T50-P
multibeam sonar, data acquisition software QPS QINSy,
data processing software (BeamworX AutoClean/
AutoPatch and QPS Fledermaus), training, and
installation. MacArtney will also supply the GNSS System
Septentrio AsteRx-U UHF in combination with an ALTUS
NR2 base station and the INS Sensor SBG Apogee-E to get
a high precise position.

The Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Archaeological
Prospection and Virtual Archaeology is a research institute

MacArtney chose the Valeport products SWIFT and
UltraSV.

University of Vienna has acquired a multibeam solution from
MacArtney

Maria S. Merian
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Subsea Expo
Flooded Member Detection (FMD)

Norfolk-based Subsea Technology
and Rentals (STR) showed its
Seagamma flooded member
detection (FMD) at the recent Subsea
Expo exhibition. This tool can reliably
determine if a subsea structure with
normally sealed watertight members
has sustained water ingress as a
result of corrosion or weld failure or
damage.
Gamma Flooded Member Detection
has long been the method of choice
for the inspection and monitoring of
subsea structural members for the
detection of water ingress. Flooded
Member Detection inspection
technique can also be applied to
locating blockages in pipelines as a
result of pigging or silt build up.
With climate change warming our
coastal waters, progressive marine
growth means traditional methods
of NDT inspection can be costly
and inefficient. The STR SeaGamma
Flooded Member Detection standard
system has been designed from the
ground upwards to rapidly survey
components up to 2m diameter from
an inspection or work class ROV and
requires no marine growth removal
to deliver results.
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STR have designed two systems, the
first being the ‘Standard SeaGamma’
system which is operated from a
small inspection or light workclass
remotely operated vehicle (ROV)
which can survey member sizes up to
2m in diameter. The second system is
the ‘Seagamma Ultra’ which can be
deployed from larger workclasss ROV
and is capable of covering sizes up to
3m in diameter.
To complement the systems, STR has
developed its own acquisition and
reporting in which all as built data ie,
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Seagamma
flooded
member
detector

Imaging Sonar
Impact Subsea has developed what
it claims to be the world’s smallest
imaging sonar. Called the ISS 360 , it is
optionally available with an integrated
attitude and Heading Reference
System (AHRS). This provides heading,
pitch & roll informing the operator
how the sonar is sitting and which
direction the sonar is pointing at all
times.
"Its main applications are ROV and
AUV navigation, target identification,

member diameter, wall thickness and
orientation is logged into the software
prior to survey. The components are
then grouped in sizes relative to the
frame configuration to generate an
efficient inspection programme.
Calibration of air and water counts
taken prior to each dive are entered
into the software which then provides
the operator a predicted dry or
flooded status. At this moment, the
operator will be given an unambiguous
diagnosis of each component, which is
automatically logged into the software
for post inspection reporting. Any
anomalies found are discovered realtime, with a detailed report supplied
post survey.
Unlike most ultrasonics systems that
are commonly available in the market,
this system is based on the use of low
level collimated gamma radiation. The
mechanically robust system has two
arms. In one is a double encapsulated
Caesium 137 source protected in a
custom designed Tungsten collimator
for improved safety. This sends out
a narrow beam to reduce unwanted
gamma exposure.
In the other arm lies the scintillator
Gamma radiation detector. This highlysensitivity detector is capable of more
than 1 million counts per second.
All the electronics are concealed in
the arms and there is no cabling to
be caught upon. The arms can be
configured horizontally or vertically
at a source detector separation of
between 260mm and 2000mm. The
frame weighs 13kg or 7.4kg in water.

advanced digital acoustic engine,
provides a high range capability and
image clarity.
The ISS360 has a range of up to 90m
all around.
"Very large sonars, provide a
high resolution of imagery," said
Grant. "When you shrink down the
transducer, however, this typically
reduces the resolution.
"One thing we have done to
copensate for that is to increase the
frequency. By doing this, it is possible
to narrow the acoustic beam width
from a small aperture transducer.
"Normally increasing frequency
comes to the detriment of range but
the ISS360 has an advanced acoustic
engine. Operating with a CHIRP pulse
of 700 kHz -800 kHz allows for long
range capability. This is longest range
of any imaging sonar this size.

ISS 360
imaging sonar
search and recovery, motion
reference, port surveillance and
diver navigation. said Ben Grant,
Managing Director.
At the top is the transducer that
gives the full 360deg viewing ability.
Normally on a scanning sonar, the
rotating transducer is connected to
the static base by a slip rings. The
slip rings allow continual electrical
contact to the moving transducer.
The slip ring is often the point where
the failure occurs on the sonar due
to wear between the contacts.
"In the ISS360, we replaced the slip
rings with an inductive coupling so
when the transducer moves, there
are no touching parts and therefore,
no wear and tear.
"The broadband composite
transducer, together with the

The ISS360 can be provided in a
Titanium or Delrin housing. The sonar
weighs 0.4kg in water (titanium)
or 0.11kg (Delrin) This gives the
sonar an ability to operate in 4000m
(titanium) or 1000m (Delrin) water
depths.
"The sonar is also designed for
shallow water operations," said
Grant. "With the optional AHRS, it
has a heading accuracy to + 1 deg
and a resolution of 0.1 deg,. It also
has pitch (+ 90 deg) and roll (180
deg) to an accuracy of 0.2 deg and a
resolution of 0.1 deg.
"The sonar has a tuneable frequency
of anywhere from 700-900kHz with a
range resolution of 7.5mm min, The
beam angle is 23deg vertical, 2.2deg
horizontal and it can scan 360deg
continuously or sector scan.
"The user can select between CHIRP
and CW to improve definition.
It can communicate by RS232, RS
485 and Ethernet. It uses a Subconn
MCBH8M-SS connector although
other optioins are available.

3D Image on computer

3D at Depth
3D at Depth recently completed its
300th subsea LiDAR spool metrology. The work was carried out in
the Mediterranean Sea, where it
covered 8 long spool metrologies
with lengths greater than 90m and
was conducted within 24 hours.
"Our metrology projects have
provided critical information in
the areas of cost avoidance, risk
mitigation and asset integrity,"
said Neil Manning, Chief Business
Development Officer. “The positive impact 3D subsea LiDAR data
sets provide include: highlighting
incorrect as-built design data vs. the
actual structure design; generating
a 3D 1:1 scale models for wellhead
fabrication, and showing potential
risk hazards in the areas of vibration
and subsidence."
At Subsea Expo, the company
showcased its immersive 3D LiDAR
Virtual Reality (VR) platform, “Powered by IQ3,” that allowed the user
to walk through 3D subsea data via

any laptop, desktop or smart device
through a secure web portal.
The 3D LiDAR VR platform takes
subsea data that has been collected
through 3D at Depth’s SL laser technology and processes it into accurate,
millimetric point cloud data sets.
The base image is made up of 2.1 million measurements per sector. The SL
laser pulses at 40,000 times a second
and can receive over 16 multi returns
per pulse which are filtered through
software. The measurements are
accurate to +/- 4mm and will reduce
to +/- 2mm, with the SL3 product, by
using our unique stop steer mode.
During each VR session, the users can
intuitively travel through the resulting
image using 3D hand controllers.
"The user can point a virtual laser at a
specific object within the point cloud
with one controller, then using the
second controller (or the same controller), take a second measurement.
Once these areas have been marked,
the software can measure how far
apart these are to 2 decimal places,"
said Julian Rickards, Business Development Manager - Europe.
The unique features of 3D LiDAR data
deliver highly accurate 3D LiDAR point
cloud data which can be
measured, analyzed
and exported into any
existing GIS systems
and CAD based
platform, allowing the
client to measure in 3D
and manage in 4D.
3D controller
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Bluestream Orders Compact Cougars For North Sea Operations
Bluestream already has a large
presence in the platform inspection
market in the Dutch sector. It is now
aiming to expand into the UK Central
and Northern North Sea Sectors
with a Saab Seaeye-based, full scope
inspection package.

in and around platform structures. Its
slimmed-down profile makes it easily
manoeuvrable inside complex platform
structures, whilst its powerful thruster
pack helps cope with strong currents
and turbulent waters.

By adding two new gravity-based Saab
Seaeye Cougar XT Compact Zone II
ROV systems – a low-profile design of
vehicle especially suited for fixed or
floating platform inspections – to its
fleet.

Its low-profile design was specially
conceived to minimise the effect of
current by creating a reduced frame
size, buoyancy and weight – and
a thinner 17mm tether cable that
reduces the effect of drag on the
vehicle.
Whilst holding the Cougar Compact
steady in cross currents and operating
with precise manoeuvrability, its
six powerful thrusters allow it
to handle a wide array of
equipment, despite its
size.
The two Bluestream
Cougar Compacts will
be equipped with
a Seaprince sonar,
Kongsberg cameras
and an underslung
hydraulic skid ready
for fitting an array
of third-party
equipment which
includes, but not
confined to, the
FlexiClean tooling,
subsea water
jetting, shearcutter, subsea
excavation pumps,
subsea sensors and an array
of CP systems.

Saab Seaeye Cougar
XT Compact
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Bluestream sees the platformbased inspection package offering
considerable cost saving benefits,
when compared to inspections carried
out from ROV vessels.
The Cougar XT Compact version of the
proven Cougar concept was chosen
for its regulatory compliance in the
Central and Northern North Sea
Sectors and for its special compact
design that makes it ideal for operating
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Smart Torque Tool

Saab Seaeye, in collaboration between
Saab Seaeye and Australia-based Total
Marine Technology (TMT), recently
launched a new lightweight electric
torque tool. The tool is smart, light,
simple to fit, fast to set-up, has an
advanced, high accuracy torque
control system and can operate across
the Saab Seaeye range of e-robotic
vehicles, opening up new market
opportunities.
Considerable savings will come from

Rotech TRS1-LD

Electric torque tool
using compact electric e-robotic
vehicles and electric tooling for tasks
normally performed by much larger
hydraulic vehicles.
No smaller electric class 1-4 torque
tool exists on the market and with
a singlehanded weight of just 24
kilos, it is around half the weight
of a typical hydraulic torque tool,
reducing the risk of manual handling
injuries.
A major benefit for subsea operators
is the tool’s ability to adapt
automatically to Class 1 to 4 fittings
and torques whilst performing the
integrity-critical task of opening and
closing seabed valves and other
torque tensioning tasks.
Torque accuracy is vital for operators
needing to trust a system not to
damage a valve when opening and
closing. Electric torque systems are
far more accurate over the whole
torque range when compared
to hydraulic systems and deck
calibration is quick, repeatable and
simpler, saving setup cost.
Helps avoid risk to older valves
Current hydraulic torque tools
operated by hydraulic vehicles are
typically set and checked multiple
times for a particular torque range
before each dive, using a tested and
certified calibration unit, whereas in
future the electric torque tool need
only be calibrated by an independent
body on an annual basis.

Subsea USB

Rotech Subsea has won a cable
trenching scope of work in the
Middle East region based on the
capabilities of its new TRS1 low
draft controlled flow excavation
tool.

in the market which, paired with its
shallow water capabilities, makes
it ideal for the Middle East – where
we are working with an undisclosed
client – with its shallow waters and
hard seabed conditions.”

The tool – which was developed in
late 2017 for a six month campaign
– can operate in 1m depth of water
and is the latest shallow water tool
from the Aberdeen-based subsea
innovator.

The TRS1-LD is suitable for cable/
pipe/umbilical trenching and deburial
as well as freespan and sand wave
clearance. It can clear and clean jackup spud cans and subsea structure
access.

“The TRS1 low draft tool is
based on our high pressure TRS1
excavator, and complements our
high flow TRS2 shallow water tool
which operates in waters down
to depths of 2m,” said Rotech’s
director of Subsea, Steve Cochrane.

It can be used to remove piles of
drill cuttings and for UXO/salvage
deburial

“The TRS1 LD , however, operates
in ultra-shallow water down to just
1m, which we believe makes it the
most effective tool on the market
for shallow water cable trenching.
“But there is no sacrifice of power,”
adds Cochrane. “Our R&D team
have ensured that the TRS1-LD is
the most powerful comparable tool

Non-contact work is much safer than
methods that require physical touching of whaterver is being buried or
deburied. The process is monitored
by sonar in real time.
The TRS1-LD can operated from
1-300m although this can be
extended to 3000m with a subsea
power pack.
The excavator outlet pressure is up to
90 kPa and the velocity is 1-14m/s. It
can be used to cut soils up to 200kPa.

Blue Logic has developed a novel
inductive connection for electric
tooling and instrumentation.
"There are many types of connector
such as wet and dry mateable,
optical etc, Said a spokesman. "The
biggest challenge is the presence
of seawater and the risk of a short
circuit."
This prompted Blue Logic to
develop a subsea USB with comms
and power status.
There are three models. The Subsea
A.01 0-100W galvanically sealed
connector is used for sensors, video
camera LED lights. The Subsea
USB B.01 50-90W connector is for
power and communication in one
interface while the USB C.01 5003000W connector is deigned for
high end power.

Subsea USB
There are no pins, thus avoiding
configuration issues.
The Subsea USB is suitable for
electric subsea interchangeable
tooling and can enable Hot
Connect/Disconnect an infinite
number of connections.

The TRS1-LD

The voltage conversion is through
interface. There is a bidirectional
power transfer option and it
eliminates need for Fibre optical
connectors. There is condition
monitoring in each connection
points. Insulation resistance
monitoring is also possible.
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Hybrid

The Integra Hybrid AUV/ROV for Underwater Missions
UUV Aquabotix has introduced its
second-generation hybrid underwater
vehicle, the Integra AUV/ROV
(autonomous underwater vehicle/
remotely operated vehicle).
Single-person deployable, portable
and lithium ion battery-powered,
the Integra AUV/ROV allows users to
conduct multiple underwater missions,
while providing a cost-efficient
alternative to deploying separate AUVs
and ROVs for individualized tasks.
The Integra AUV/ROV can be
configured with multiple sensors and
manoeuvred by an easy-to-use intuitive
platform accessible from any webenabled device.
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The vehicle is designed for use
across several sectors, including
law enforcement, research,
environmental assessment, defence
and infrastructure, and can search wide
areas using AUV mode (untethered)
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while conducting detailed inspections
using ROV mode (tethered).

the demands of underwater exploration
and inspection.”

Users can easily switch from AUV mode
to ROV mode by attaching the tether to
remotely control the vehicle’s six degrees
of freedom of motion. When running
the vehicle in autonomous operation,
all mission planning is completed in an
intuitive Windows-based application.

Other features of the Integra AUV/ROV
include:

“With the Integra Hybrid AUV/ROV,
we have added more functionality to a
single vehicle,” said David Batista, CEO of
Aquabotix.
“Because this vehicle has the brain
power to conduct autonomous missions
as well as detailed inspections in a single
setting, operators have immediate and
complete control.
The introduction of the Integra AUV/
ROV is the next step in the evolution of
underwater vehicles and illustrates how
Aquabotix continues to successfully meet

l Five high-torque motors
l Live Remote Control and data sharing
l Configurable sensor suite: Side scan
sonar, multibeam sonar, scanning sonar,
DVL, USBL, INS, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and
environmental sensors available
l Sensor package including depth,
temperature, orientation and GPS
l 1080p true high-definition camera with
pan and tilt
l Depth Rating 100m or 300m models
available
l 5 pounds of payload capability
l Up to 8 hours battery life
l High Intensity LED lighting (4400
Lumens)

SUBSEA TECHNOLOGY
EXPLAINED
1 Visit the UT-2 site www.ut-2.com
2 Click on the Subsea in Seconds section
3 See the range of educational videos
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Aquabotix's Integra AUV/ROV is designed
for multiple underwater missions across
several sectors.
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Oceanology
Oceanology International 2018 remit goes above and beyond – and
exhibitor, will focus on it established
and industry leading technology and
solutions that enable the contemporary
‘Digital Ocean’ at Oi18.

With The Society for Underwater
Technology (www.sut.org) as one of
six organisations supporting the event,
the 2018 Oceanology International
(Oi) marine science exhibition and
conference is scheduled to run from
Tuesday, March 13 to Thursday, March
15 at the ExCel, London.

With emphasis on streamlining and
simplifying the journey of data from
below the surface to vessel, and
forward to shore, Digital Ocean is built
on KONGSBERG’s well-known expertise
in subsea technology, communication
systems, data platforms and post
processing solutions, many of which will
be shown on its Oi18 stand.

“With this year’s focus firmly trained
upon technological developments
including robotics, autonomous
systems and advanced sensor
technology, Oi18 boasts many aspects
of particular interest and relevance
to the subsea and offshore industry,”
notes David Ince, Oceanology
International Event Manager, Reed
Exhibitions. “

With Digital Ocean, Kongsberg Maritime
is applying its portfolio, knowledge
and expertise to enhance efficiency
for diverse maritime operators,
from subsea survey and underwater
construction through to the aquaculture
industry.

Taking the exhibition, conference
and parallel events in tandem, it
represents an incomparably expansive
shop window for products, services,
proposals and solutions at the absolute
cutting edge of ocean science,
technology and offshore engineering.”
The SUT has been part of the
Oceanology International family since
the earliest days of the exhibition and
conference series and has journeyed
together into the adventure of deep
ocean exploration, discovery, wealth
creation and education.
The 2018 edition is no different, with
the Society playing a key role as a
partner. Indeed, this stretches to the
involvement of SUT CEO, Steve Hall,
chairing the Underwater Vehicles
conference tracks.
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“Marine Autonomous Systems,
especially autonomous underwater
vehicles, have been a core area of
interest for SUT since the development
of the earliest machines and we value
our role as custodians of knowledge
and best working practices for AUV
users,” said Steve.
“We’re delighted to chair the
underwater vehicles conference
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track and help share state of the
art knowledge from manufacturers
and users of the latest generation of
vehicles.”
The industry gathers
As a means of helping attendees
to fine-tune their itineraries and
maximise business opportunities,
the MyEvent networking tool allows
attendees to map out and arrange
their schedules in advance, while a
B2B 1 to 1 matchmaking brokerage
event, organised with Enterprise
Europe Network, will give attendees the
opportunity to meet potential business
partners in a series of pre-arranged
meetings.

In addition, a calender of OceanSocial
networking events have been planned,
taking place in the run-up to Oi18 and
during the event, and an online booking
system is in place to facilitate the process
of finding accommodation.

Marketing Manager at Oceanscan Ltd
(stand F570).

More than 500 exhibitors from 79
countries are predicted to be in
attendance at Oi18, with a corresponding
increase in visitor numbers, which would
make the event the largest to date since
the inaugural Oceanology International
show took place in Brighton in 1969.

“Our staff need to keep up to date with
the latest technological advancements
on the market so we can offer the best
solutions to our clients and customers,
and there is no better way than to
attend Oi18, where developments at the
forefront of the subsea industry will be
showcased.” Among other products from
its range, Oceanscan intends to exhibit a
new wideband multibeam echo sounder
at the show.

“We have been attending Oceanology
International since it began,” says
Chris Zee, Group Marketing and Digital

Norwegian marine technology specialist
Kongsberg Maritime (stand D600),
a veteran Oceanology International

The latter will be detailed in a
conference paper called Ocean
Farming - The World's First "Smart"
Fish Farm, by Thor Hukkelas, Director
Aquaculture R&D, Kongsberg Maritime,
Subsea Division, as part of the Offshore
Aquaculture Technical Track on Tuesday
13 March. Thor said; “Oceanology
International is a key venue for
technology innovation and we are
looking forward to showing more
about Digital Ocean and our integrated
solutions to support operators in diverse
areas of business.”
Other key exhibitors confirmed for
Oi18 include EdgeTech (stand H201),
a leading manufacturer of underwater
technology solutions, which is aiming
to launch four new products at the
show including a side scan sonar,
sub-bottom profiler and bathymetry
system; Develogic GmbH (stand G201),
makers of turnkey system solutions for
subsea data collection and transmission;
RTsys (stand J551), an underwater
listening systems company which will
be conducting presentations on its
stand; and the specialist bespoke cable
design and manufacturing firm Novacavi
(Stand N200). Francesca Faverio,

Marketing and Business Development
Manager at Novacavi, says: “We
will be exhibiting our extensive
range at Oi18, particularly our latest
extra-performance cable for subsea
demining.”
World class conference
Over in the ExCeL’s South Gallery,
the Oi18 conference programme
has been painstakingly formulated
to cover as wide a variety of discrete
but complementary ocean science
and technology topics, challenges,
solutions and projections as possible.
“The concentration of targeted
expertise across this year’s conference
schedule is exceptional,” says David
Ince. “With the programme’s balanced
mixture of presentations, seminars and
Q&A sessions, delegates will benefit
from a wealth of cross-platform
professional insights, irrespective of
their specialised area of interest.”
A fundamental feature of the
conference programme is a series of
linked, free-to-attend Technical Tracks
which have been devised so that the
sessions can pursue given subjects
with a level of detail that would not be
achievable within the parameters of a
single presentation.
Four Technical Tracks are scheduled
for Tuesday, March 13, 2018, these
being the Hydrography, Geophysics
& Geotechnics track (South Gallery
Rooms 7 & 8, 10.00-17.25), the Ocean
Observation & Sensing track (South
Gallery Room 5, 10.00-17.15), the first
part of the Unmanned Multi-Vehicles
& Vessels track (South Gallery Rooms
3 & 4, 13.00-14:30, 15:00-17:00) and
the Offshore Aquaculture track (South
Gallery Room 9, 10.00-17.10).
The latter track, as mentioned earlier
with regard to the unveiling of
Kongsberg’s Digital Ocean strategy, will
examine the technologies which are
being deployed to support the design,
monitoring and upkeep of marine
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PULSE
ULTRASONIC CHEMICAL INJECTION
METERING VALVES

Catch The Next Wave 2018

aquaculture facilities and marine life
support systems, and will also consider
and debate the challenges facing the
offshore aquaculture industry.
On Wednesday, March 14, the Offshore
Oil & Gas track (South Gallery rooms 7
& 8) is divided into sessions dedicated
to ‘Digitalisation and Data-Driven
Solutions Delivering Operational
Excellence’ (10.00-12.05) and the twopart ‘Improved Tools and Techniques
for Subsea Inspection’ (13.15-15.00,
15.30-17.00).
The track will look at subjects including
the management of complex subsea
operational data; developments in
the execution of pipeline inspection,
efficiency and simplification; submarine
pipe tracking on smaller electrical
vehicles; and inspection of unpiggable
pipelines using tethered, in-line
inspection tools. This track will be
chaired by Christopher Curran, Senior
Consultant, CJC Enterprises; Steve
Barrett, Senior Vice President, Business
Development, Oceaneering; and David
Brookes, Director, St Jules.
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Also on Wednesday, March 14, day
two of the Unmanned Vehicles &
Vessels track (South Gallery Rooms
3 & 4, 10:00-11:45, 13:00-15:00,
15:30-16:30), focused on expanding
capabilities of unmanned vehicles
and their uses for ocean mapping &

monitoring and communications & data,
is accompanied by two new Technical
Tracks. The first of these, the three-part
Underwater Imaging & Metrology track
(South Gallery Room 5, 10.00-12.10,
13.00-14.45, 15.15-17.00), will consider
the benefits of real-time imaging for
cost reduction and operational efficiency
in offshore and construction activities,
and bridging the gap between optical
and acoustic real-time imaging for rapid
inspection and guidance.
Meanwhile, the Ocean Information &
Communications Technology track (South
Gallery Room 9) will share its focus
between ‘Ocean ICT Enabling Enhanced
Marine Platform Command & Control’
(10.00-11.45) and ‘Widening Access to
Ocean Data’ (13.00-14.30) and ‘Novel
Systems using Ocean Data’ (15:0016:45).
The Technical Tracks are rounded out on
Thursday, March 15 with the Navigation
& Positioning track (South Gallery Rooms
3 & 4, 10.00-15.25) and the new Marine
Renewables track (South Gallery Rooms
7 & 8, 10.00-16.25). This track is split into
three sessions on feasibility studies, data
resources and research, pre-installation
survey activities and structural &
environmental monitoring.
Additional events
To bolster the main conference
programme, a series of parallel events

commences with a half-day Ocean
Futures Forum (Tuesday March 13,
Platinum Suite, 9.30-11.30) which will
examine the anticipated trajectory
of the blue economy and what this
might signify for emerging science and
technology. A networking lunch will
follow, and registration for the forum
costs £100 + VAT.

The PULSE CIMV’s nonintrusive, line-of-sight ultrasonic
flowmeter achieves accuracy better than ± 3% of the reading.

At the other end of Oi18, on Thursday,
March 15, Catch The Next Wave 2018:
Frontiers of Exploration (Platinum Suite,
9.30-17.00) has been co-organised with
The Explorers Club and will demonstrate
the co-dependent and mutually
constructive relationship between
technology and ocean exploration.
Running within Oi18 for the duration of
the show is the Ocean ICT Expo, wherein
hundreds of acutely perceptive IT and
data professionals will assemble to
brainstorm the burgeoning demand for
marine and ocean IT, communications,
satellite and data solutions, while
offering invaluable advice to delegates.
Further sources of guidance will be
provided by the Entrepreneurs’ Advisory
Workshop for entrepreneurs in search
of partner funding – applications for
one-to-one clinics are due by Friday,
February 9 – and, on Oi18’s studentfriendly Careers Day on Thursday,
March 15, the SUT-organised Women in
Industry Panel (South Gallery Room 9,
10.00-12.00).

Save opex with efficient, accurate
subsea chemical injection.
PULSE* chemical injection metering valves (CIMVs) feature particulate-tolerant ultrasonic technology
that reliably measures chemical inhibitor flow rate without the need for subsea filtration.
By improving the precision of distributed chemical injection, PULSE CIMVs help you more efficiently mitigate
the formation of production-limiting hydrate, scale, and wax and reduce operating costs over the life of the field.
Find out more at

cameron.slb.com/pulse
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